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Abstract: Clifton Daniel (1912-2000) was an acclaimed journalist who served as the managing editor of The New York Times from 1964 through 1969. The Clifton Daniel papers include correspondence, memoranda, reports, news clippings, speeches, transcripts and notes relating to the operation of the News Department of the New York Times. Documents reflect Daniel's innovations in news coverage and a more humanistic approach to news coverage.


Creator history

Clifton Daniel (1912-2000) was an acclaimed journalist who served as the managing editor of The New York Times from 1964 through 1969. Born in Zebulon, North Carolina, he was educated at the University of North Carolina and during his early career worked for both The Raleigh News and Observer and the Associated Press in New York. Daniel began work with The New York Times in 1944 as a foreign correspondent. He was chief Middle East correspondent, a member of the London Bureau, and head of the bureaus in West Germany and Moscow. In 1955 he returned to New York to assume executive duties. In 1956, he married President Harry Truman’s only child, Margaret Truman, with whom he had four sons. In September 1964 he became Managing Editor. For the next five years Mr. Daniel directed the news operation of The New York Times. In 1969 he was appointed Associate Editor of the paper. In 1973 he went to Washington to head The New York Times bureau in that city until 1976. Mr. Daniel retired in 1977. Daniel published a volume of reminiscences, Lords, Ladies and Gentlemen in 1984.
Scope and content note
The Clifton Daniel papers mainly reflect his actions and accomplishments as Managing Editor of The New York Times. His administration brought a series of innovations into the news coverage and news presentation of the paper. As Daniel said in an interview about his time with the paper, “The main tendency of the innovations was to produce a lighter, brighter, more readable, more interesting, and more human newspaper.”


The Clifton Daniel papers are divided into two series: I. People and the II. Subjects.

The People section contains two kinds of correspondence: that between Mr. Daniel and members of The New York Times staff and that between Mr. Daniel and others. The folders are listed in straight alphabetical order. The titles are personal names and do not distinguish staff members from others. Correspondence pertaining to a particular subject in the Subjects section was transferred to that section with the proper cross reference placed in the Biographical File series.

The Subjects files consist of material relating to subjects relevant to all areas of the news operation of The New York Times such as: the role of the Executive Editor and the Managing Editor, the relationship between the New York office and the Washington Bureau, the operation of the Broadcast, Foreign, Metropolitan, National and Makeup desks, the Bullpen operation, and the reporting of cultural, financial and political news.

In addition, the Subjects files contain material on Mr. Daniel’s participation in discussion on a wide variety of issues concerning the news media. Some of the most prominent issues are: Free Press and Fair Trial, Freedom of the Press, Right of Access, and Public Interest versus Private Right. These files contain a text copy of many of the speeches that he made. For example, his famous speech on the Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba addresses the issue of the Press and National Security.

Arrangement
The New York Times Company records. Clifton Daniel papers are organized into the following series:

I. People
II. Subjects

Key terms
Subjects
Broadcast journalism -- United States
Journalism -- United States -- 20th century
News agencies -- New York (State) -- New York
Newspaper publishing -- New York (State) -- New York -- History
Reporters and reporting -- United States

Occupations
Newspaper editors

Titles
New York times
Names
Daniel, Clifton, 1912-2000
New York Times Company

Special formats
Photographs
Container list

I. People

b.1 f.1 Adams, Sherman (Gov.), 1957-1958
Correspondence regarding New Hampshire Governor Sherman Adams' connection with the woolens trade. Correspondence regarding New Hampshire Governor Sherman Adams' connection with the woolens trade.

b.1 f.2 Adler, Nancy Jean, 1965-1967

b.1 f.3 Adler, Renata, 1967-1970
Of special interest: readers' correspondence regarding Miss Adler's reviews of motion pictures.
See also: News in Perspective Movies and Theater, 1969

b.1 f.4 Agnew, Spiro T., 1969-1970
Readers' correspondence regarding the Vice President's attack on The New York Times.

b.1 f.5 Alden, Robert, 1961-1969
Alexanderson, Lillian B. (See: Bellison, Lillian, 1966-1968)

b.1 f.6 Alliluyeva, Svetlana, 1967-1969

b.1 f.7 Altman, Lawrence K., 1968-1969

b.1 f.8 Anderson, Raymond, 1966-1968

b.1 f.9 Annenberg, Walter H., 1963-1969

b.1 f.10 Apple, R.W., Jr., 1965-1969
Arbatov, Georgi A.
See: News in Perspective East-West Dialogue, 1970

b.1 f.11 Arnheiter, Marcus A. (Comdr.), 1968-1969
Correspondence regarding certain documents about the U.S. Navy given to The Times reporter Neil Sheehan.

b.1 f.12 Atkinson, Brooks, 1956-1967 (See also: Critic at Large (Column), 1960)

b.1 f.13 Ayres, B. Drummond, Jr., 1969

b.1 f.14 Backer, George, 1966-1972

b.1 f.15 Baker, Russell, 1966-1968

b.1 f.16 Baldwin, Hanson W., 1962-1969
Hanson Baldwin's relationship with the news department. Baldwin's "Note on the Problem of Freedom vs. Security.". Correspondence regarding Harrison Salisbury's reporting from North Vietnam. Correspondence regarding service to The Times after retirement. See also: Military Coverage, 1965-1968; Vietnam, 1965-1970

b.1 f.17 Bancroft, Harding F., 1964-1972
Of special interest: correspondence regarding testimony by The Times before a Senate subcommittee on antitrust law as applied to newspapers.

b.1 f.18 Barnes, Clive, 1965-1968
See also: Dance Critic, 1960-1968; Drama Critics, 1960-1969; News in Perspective Movies and Theater, 1969
Barron, Jerome A.
See: News in Perspective The Right of Reply; Speeches by Clifton Daniel University of Texas Law School

b.1 f.19 Barrow, John K. (Mr. and Mrs.), 1959-1971
Beach, Jim (See: Horizons Communications Corp., 1972)

b.1 f.20 Becker, William, 1962-1964
I. People (cont.)

b.1 f.21 Beecher, William, 1966-1969
b.1 f.22 Beichman, Arnold, 1963
   Correspondence regarding Clifton Daniel's comments about article written by Arnold Beichman.
   Belair, Felix
   See: Eisenhower, Dwight David (Pres.), 1964
b.1 f.23 Bellison, Lilian, 1966-1968
b.1 f.25 Berlin, Isaiah (Sir), 1966
   Correspondence regarding interviews with Sir Isaiah Berlin.
   b.1 f.26 Bernstein, Theodore M., 1964-1972
b.1 f.27 Bigart, Homer, 1962-1969
b.1 f.28 Binder, David, 1961-1970 (See also: Bulgaria, 1958-1964)
   Bird, David
   See: Educational Activities, 1957-1972 (B)
b.1 f.29 Blair, William Granger, 1962-1969
b.1 f.30 Blair, William M., 1968
b.1 f.31 Bowles, Chester, 1964-1968
   b.2 f.1 Brady, Thomas F., 1962-1967, 1972 (Obituary.)
   b.2 f.2 Braestrup, Peter, 1960-1968
   Brandt, Willy
   See: News in Perspective Interview with Willy Brandt, 1970
b.2 f.3 Brewer, Sam Pope, 1958
b.2 f.4 Broder, David S., 1966-1968
   Memorandum to Clifton Daniel on The Times's political coverage.
b.2 f.5 Brody, Jane E., 1965-1968
b.2 f.6 Browne, Kenneth C., 1969
   Obituary. He had been financial advertising manager of The Times. NOTE: Not the same as Brownell, Kenneth C.
b.2 f.7 Buckley, Thomas A., 1966-1967
b.2 f.8 Buckley, William F., Jr., 1967
   Buder, Leonard
   See: Educational Activities, 1957-1972 (C)
   Burch, William T.
   See: Free Press and Fair Trial; Syracuse University, 1971
b.2 f.9 Burke, Michael, 1966-1972
b.2 f.10 Burks, Edward C., 1962-1968
b.2 f.11 Burnham, David, 1967-1969
   See also: Educational Activities, 1957-1972 (B)
I. People (cont.)

Burros, Daniel (See: Columbia University, 1964-1968)

b.2 f.13 Cady, Steve, 1966-1968
b.2 f.14 Canaday, John, 1960-1969

Canby, Vincent
See: News in Perspective Movies and Theater

b.2 f.15 Carey, Bernadette, 1965-1967
b.2 f.16 Carmody, Deirdre, 1968-1969
b.2 f.17 Carpenter, Liz, 1966-1971
b.2 f.18 Carr, Clai M., 1968
b.2 f.19 Carroll, Wallace, 1965-1971

Of special interest: quotation about businessmen attributed to President Kennedy. Biographical sketch.

b.2 f.20 Cassini, Igor, 1962-1963

Correspondence regarding complaints about news stories and threat of libel suit against The Times.

Castro, Fidel (See also: Cuba, 1959-1970)

b.2 f.21 Catledge, Turner, 1962-1972

NOTE: Turner Catledge had correspondence with Clifton Daniel covering a wide variety of subjects. Many copies of correspondence addressed to Catledge found their way into Daniel's file. Most of this correspondence can be found in the Daniel papers in file folders under the appropriate title for each subject. The correspondence in this file reveals the close relationship between Mr. Catledge and Mr. Daniel. The various memoranda deal almost exclusively with the numerous aspects of the operation of the News Department. Some of the most prominent issues discussed in the file: news policy and news presentation, staff assignment, radio, television, and speaking engagements by staff members, the Publisher's position about salary determination for executives, weather forecasting, Op-Ed page layout, assessment of news executives and correspondents, hiring practices, relations between the editorial department and the news department. See also: Johnson, Lyndon B. (Pres.), 1964-1972; Letters to the Editor, 1963-1971; Markel, Lester, 1964-1971; Womans News, 1957-1965, 1966-1972

Celler, Emanuel (See: Celler Committee, 1962)

b.2 f.22 Chapin, Emerson, 1965-1967

Cheskin, Irvin (See: Drama Critics, 1960-1969)

b.2 f.23 Claiborne, Craig, 1965-1971

Of special interest: Policy about staff members lending their names to commercial products or enterprises, matter of conflict of interest. Ideas for a book on the world's great restaurants. Retirement from The Times. See also: Cue Magazine, 1967; Food News, 1962-1972

b.2 f.24 Clark, Evert, 1966
b.2 f.25 Clark, Tom C. (Justice), 1964-1966
b.2 f.26 Clarke, Richard, 1965-1971


b.2 f.27 Cohen, Richard E., 1969

Discussion about Free Press and Fair Trial in cases before the court such as the Songmy Incident and the Sharon Tate case.
I. People (cont.)

b.2 f.28 Cohen, Stanley, 1967
Complaint about a news story on the Expo housing scandal in Montreal.

b.2 f.29 Collier, Barnard L., 1966-1968

b.2 f.30 Connelly, John, E. (Mr. and Mrs.), 1972
Of special interest: Tribute to Mrs. Fannie Troy Stix from Adolph S. Ochs. Mrs. John Connelly is the granddaughter of Mrs. Fannie Troy Stix.

b.2 f.31 Cowles, Gardner (Mr. and Mrs.), 1965-1970

b.2 f.32 Cowles, John, 1963-1968

b.2 f.33 Cox, Francis A., 1964-1969
Of special interest: confidential memo about an incident regarding currency exchange in South Vietnam.

b.2 f.34 Coyle, Charles T., 1969
Explanation of the use of the word "mercenaries" as applied to mountain people in Vietnam.

b.2 f.35 Cronkite, Walter, 1967-1970
Of special interest: Transcript of a radio broadcast on Harrison Salisbury reporting from Hanoi.

b.2 f.36 Crowther, Bosley, 1966-1968

b.2 f.37 Cullman, Joseph F., 1967

b.2 f.38 Curtis, Charlotte, 1964-1972

b.2 f.39 Curtis, Montgomery J., 1967-1969
In his correspondence with Montgomery Curtis, Mr. Daniel comments on several aspects of the News Department operation such as: Relationship between the News Department and other departments, Advertising, Circulation, Production. The question of how ideas originate in the News Department, the chief factor which builds a newspaper's prestige.

Curtis, Thomas Quinn
See: European Cultural Correspondent, 1964-1965

b.2 f.40 Custin, Mildred, 1967
Correspondence regarding news stories about department stores.

b.3 f.1 Dale, Edwin L., Jr., 1960-1967
Of interest: Copy of correspondence from Turner Catledge regarding the need to explain economic issues for the readers, the non-experts. Correspondence from Daniel and E.R. Freedman regarding economic news in Europe. See also: News in Perspective Detroit Report 4-15-70; Stockholders Meetings, 1970-1972

Daley, Arthur

b.3 f.2 Daniel, E. Clifton (Mrs.) (Margaret Truman Daniel), 1959-1972
Photographs and correspondence regarding Mrs. Daniel.

b.3 f.3 Daniell, Raymond F., 1962-1969
Of special interest: Discussion about Canadian coverage. Obituary included in the file.

Daniell, Tania Long (See: Daniell, Raymond F., 1962-1969)
Daniels, Josephus M. (See: Morrison, Joseph L., 1962-1968)

b.3 f.4 De Gaulle, Charles, 1969
Decision to pass up the opportunity to acquire the memoirs of the General de Gaulle.
I. People (cont.)

b.3 f.5 De Onis, Juan, 1960-1971
Correspondence regarding South American coverage. Story on Ernesto Che Guevara and the guerrilla movement in Bolivia.

b.3 f.6 Deitsch, Alan, 1972
Problems of special private schools in New York.

b.3 f.7 Del Bosch, Mari de Olivia, 1967-1968
Delman, Arthur
See: Articles and Books by Daniel, 1963-1979

b.3 f.8 Dickinson, William B., 1963-1969

b.3 f.9 Diebold, John, 1967-1968

b.3 f.10 Dines, Alberto, 1970
Idea proposed to The Times for a film on the critical aspects of "environment".

b.3 f.11 Dinsmore, Herman H., 1970-1971
Dominick, David
See: News in Perspective You and the Environment, Sullivan, 1970

b.3 f.12 Doty, Robert C., 1961-1969

b.3 f.13 Dryfoos, Orvil E., 1963
Mr. Daniel's personal and private letters to Orvil Dryfoos.

b.3 f.14 Dubinsky, David, 1967-1968

b.3 f.15 Dugan, George, 1963-1968

b.3 f.16 Duke, Angier Biddle (Mr. and Mrs.), 1964-1968

b.3 f.17 Dumont, Donald, 1969

b.3 f.18 Duncan, David Douglas, 1966-1968

b.3 f.19 Duncan, Rodger Dean, 1971

b.3 f.20 Durdin, Tillman, 1964-1971

b.3 f.21 Edwards, Russell, 1967-1969

b.3 f.22 Eisenhower, Dwight David (Pres.), 1964
Confidential memorandum from Felix Belair on a talk with General Eisenhower, 4/27/64. Correspondence regarding the serialization of Eisenhower presidential memoir. Comment on Eisenhower's book by Ted Bernstein and Harrison Salisbury.

b.3 f.23 Emerson, Gloria, 1964-1972
See also: Educational Activities, 1957-1972 (B)

Ethridge, Mark F., Jr.
See: News in Perspective Middle America 1969

Evans, M. Stanton
See: News in Perspective Middle America 1969

b.3 f.24 Eytan, Walter, 1958
I. People (cont.)

b.3 f.25 Fahmy, Maurice, 1959-1964
Court action in Cairo Courts against The Times regarding severance claims by a former stringer in
The Times Bureau in Cairo

b.3 f.26 Farber, Myron A., 1966-1967

b.3 f.27 Farnsworth, Clyde, 1963-1968

b.3 f.28 Fellows, Lawrence, 1963-1969

b.3 f.29 Feron, James, 1963-1967

Ferretti, Fred
See: Educational Activities, 1957-1972 (B)

Fichenberg, Robert G.

b.3 f.30 Fisher, Andrew F., 1964-1966

Fiske, Edward B.
See: Educational Activities, 1957-1972 (B); News in Perspective Crisis in the Catholic Church, 1969

b.3 f.31 Fletcher, Walter R., 1967

Fliester, Martin S.
See: Educational Activities, 1957-1972 (B)

Flint, Jerry M.
See: News in Perspective Detroit Report 1970

b.3 f.32 Flynn, Timothy J., 1962
Discussion about The Times' editorial policy regarding the Catholic Church. Discussion about The
Times' editorial policy regarding the Catholic Church.

b.3 f.33 Fowler, Glenn, 1967-1969

b.3 f.34 Franck, Thomas, 1969

b.3 f.35 Frankel, Max, 1962-1969
Of special interest: Reporting about political conflicts, Presidential speeches. Discussion on the
subject of news analysis. Frankel's letter of resignation from The Times, 9/3/64. See also: Cuba,
1959-1970; News in Perspective East-West Dialogue 5-6-70; News in Perspective End of a
-1969

b.3 f.36 Freedman, Emanuel R., 1964-1972
Of special interest: Clifton Daniel's eulogy. See also: Foreign News, 1959-1966, 1967-1972; Staff,

Friedlander, Paul (See: Travel and Resort News, 1966-1970)

b.3 f.37 Friedman, Fernanda Cecilia
Case of a former assistant of The Times stringer in Bucharest who spent 15 years in Rumanian
prison because of her connection with The Times.

Friendly, Alfred, Jr., 1965-1967

Fullbright, J.W. (Senator)
See: Senate Foreign Relations Committee, 1965

b.4 f.1 Gainza Paz, Alberto (Dr.), 1966
Correspondence regarding relationship of The Times correspondents in Argentina with Dr. Gainza
Paz, publisher of La Prensa of Buenos Aires.
I. People (cont.)

b.4 f.2 Garrison, Lloyd, 1964-1968
Of special interest: Threat against the life of Lloyd Garrison because of his reporting on the civil war in Nigeria.

b.4 f.3 Garst, Robert E., 1964-1967
See also: News Department Management, 1965-1967

Gelb, Arthur

b.4 f.4 Gerstenzang, Nathaniel M., 1969 (See also: Copyreaders, 1964-1967)

b.4 f.5 Gilbreth, Frank B., 1964-1969
Of special interest: correspondent about The Times’ practice of hiring young men from colleges.

b.4 f.6 Giniger, Henry, 1964-1969
Glueck, Grace H.
Golden, Ruth Sulzberger (See: Chattanooga Times, 1965-1970)
Goldfine, Bernard (See: Adams, Sherman (Gov.), 1957-1958)
Goldstein, Nathan W.

b.4 f.7 Goldwater, Barry M. (Sen.), 1964
Record of an interview with Barry Goldwater about his complaints against The Times.

Gould, Jack

Graham, Fred P.
See: Educational Activities, 1957-1972 (B)

b.4 f.8 Graham, Katharine, 1965-1971
Of special interest: Letter from Clifton Daniel outlining The Times standards for engagement and wedding announcements.

b.4 f.9 Greenfield, James L., 1960-1969
See also: Educational Activities, 1957-1972 (C)

b.4 f.10 Grimes, Paul M., 1964
Discussions about news reporting and responsibility to the readers.

b.4 f.11 Grose, Peter, 1964-1970
See also: News in Perspective East-West Dialogue 1970

b.4 f.12 Gruson, Sydney, 1962-1972
The correspondence in this file reveals a very close relationship between E.C. Daniel and Sydney Gruson. The correspondence deals with a variety of subjects, from strictly personal matters to news policy discussion. Included in the file is correspondence with Flora Lewis, Sydney Gruson's wife. Of special interest: Discussion about the kind of paper The Times is; how correspondents view the news (1964). Gruson's memos on certain foreign bureaus. Discussion on the problems of the foreign staff. Discussion of Sydney Gruson's future at The Times both within and outside the News Department. See also: International Edition, 1959-1967; Speeches by Clifton Daniel Canadian Managing Editors' Conference May 27, 1971
I. People (cont.)

b.4 f.13 Guevara, Ernesto (Che), 1967-1968
Matter of access to and publication of Che Guevara's papers captured with him before his execution in Bolivia. See also: De Onis, Juan, 1960-1971; News Sources, 1968

b.4 f.14 Guterma, Alexander Leonard, 1958
Confidential and private memorandum on the background of A.L. Guterma, President of the Mutual Broadcasting System.

b.4 f.15 Hailey, Foster, 1967
Correspondence with Mrs. Hailey regarding the disposition of Foster Hailey's records and papers.

b.4 f.16 Halberstam, David, 1962-1969
Of special interest: expulsion of David Halberstam from Poland.

b.4 f.17 Halldran, Richard, 1969
Halsey, James H.
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel, 1956-1957, 1958-1972 (B)

b.4 f.18 Hamilton, Thomas J., 1960-1968
See also: United Nations Bureau, 1964-1969

b.4 f.19 Handler, Meyer S., 1962-1968

b.4 f.20 Harriman, W. Averell, 1965
Notes on Governor Harriman's conversation with the executives of The New York Times.

b.4 f.21 Harris, Louis, 1965-1967

b.4 f.22 Harrison, John R., 1970-1972
Of special interest: Letter from Mr. Daniel (12/14/72) commenting on use of The New York Times News Service by other newspapers.

b.4 f.23 Hauck, Lawrence G., 1965-1969
Of special interest: confidential memorandum (12/21/67) on the operation of the News Department.

Hayes, Dennis
See: News in Perspective You and the Environment Sullivan 3/18/70

b.4 f.24 Healey, J. Barth, 1964-1965

b.4 f.25 Hechinger, Fred M., 1963-1969
See also: Education News, 1964-1969; Educational Activities, 1957-1972 (C)

b.4 f.26 Heiskell, Andrew, 1967

b.4 f.27 Heiskell, Andrew (Mrs.) (Marian Sulzberger Dryfoos Heiskell), 1963-1972
Correspondence about business and personal matters. See also: New York Times News Service San Diego Union, 1969

Helms, Hermann (See: Chess Column, 1962-1968)

b.4 f.28 Helms, Richard H., 1967
Background interview with Richard Helms of CIA.

Hentoff, Nat (See: Insight Equal Time, 1971)

b.4 f.29 Herbers, John, 1964

b.4 f.30 Herzberg, Joseph G., 1966-1968
Of special interest: coverage of the academic communities. See also: Cultural News, 1960-1972

b.4 f.31 Hess, John L., 1965-1970

b.4 f.32 Hester, Donald C., 1968
Complaint about a news story on the Trenton State College.
I. People (cont.)

Hewitt, Jean D.
See: Family Service Association of America, 1967

Heykel, Mohammed Hassanein
See: News in Perspective Middle East 1969

Hill, Gladwin, 1959-1969
Of special interest: speech by Gladwin Hill before the Lawyers' Club of Los Angeles, on Free Press and Fair Trial. See also: Educational Activities, 1957-1972 (C); News in Perspective You and the Environment Sullivan 3/18/70

Hirsh, Maurice (Gen.), 1965

Hoffmann, Paul G., 1963-1969
Of special interest: Expulsion from Czechoslovakia. Question of American citizenship. See also: Cuba, 1959-1970

Holbrooke, Richard, 1962-1972
Of special interest: In a letter to Richard Holbrooke, Clifton Daniel gives his opinion on the war in Vietnam (7/24/67).


Holmberg, William A. (See: Chattanooga Times, 1965-1970)

Hoover, Edgar J., 1961
Complaint regarding a news story about the F.B.I.

Horowitz, Alan (See: Chess Column, 1962-1968)

Howkins, Elizabeth Penrose, 1965-1972

Hughes, Allen (See: Dance Critics, 1960-1968)

Hulsart, C. Raymond, 1967-1970
Of special interest: memo (5/8/69) from E.C. Daniel on the news department policy that retired employees be available as consultants or contributors.

Humphrey, Hubert H. (Vice President), 1964-1970

Hunter-Gault, Charlayne A.
See: Educational Activities, 1957-1972 (C)

Hurok, Sol, 1964-1972

Huxtable, Ada Louise, 1963-1970

Iakovos, ... (Archbishop), 1961-1969


Inozemtsev, Nikolai
See: News in Perspective East-West Dialogue 1970

Isaacs, Norman E., 1969-1970

Jaffe, Jacob H., 1966-1969

Janson, Donald, 1963-1969

Javits, Jacob K., 1964

Jenks, Richard W.
See: News in Perspective The Right of Reply 1969

Johnson, Lady Bird
See: Johnson, Lyndon B. (Pres.), 1964-1972
I. People (cont.)

b.5 f.8 Johnson, Lyndon B. (Pres.), 1964-1972
Of special interest: Background interview, not for publication, with President Johnson 7/17/64, 3/21/65. Confidential memo on Turner Catledge's conversation with President Johnson 12/15/64. Correspondence regarding Johnson's forthcoming memoirs. Mrs. Lyndon Johnson's book, "A White House Diary.". See also: Catledge, Turner, 1962-1972 (B)

b.5 f.9 Johnston, Charles (Sir), 1968-1972

b.5 f.10 Jones, David R., 1964-1972

b.5 f.11 Jordan, Lewis E., 1965-1969

b.5 f.12 Kamm, Henry, 1963-1969

b.5 f.13 Kastenmeier, Robert W., 1962-1968
Correspondence about reporting from Vietnam and coverage of election campaign.

b.5 f.14 Katz-Suchy, ... (Dr.), 1956
Confidential memo from Clifton Daniel regarding an interview with Dr. Katz-Suchy head of the Polish Institute of International Affairs.

b.5 f.15 Kauffman, Stanley, 1965
Of special interest: Agreement to have Kauffman write theater reviews for The Times. Criticism of Kauffman's reviews.. See also: Drama Critics, 1960-1969

b.5 f.16 Kennedy, Edward M. (Sen.), 1969-1970
Readers' correspondence about Senator Edward Kennedy.

b.5 f.17 Kennedy, John F. (Pres.), 1963-1967
Correspondence regarding The Times' coverage of the assassination of President Kennedy.. See also: Blauvelt Family Genealogy, 1962; Carroll, Wallace, 1965-1971; Letters to the Editor, 1963-1971; Warren Commission Report, 1964-1967

b.5 f.18 Kennedy, Robert F. (Sen.), 1960-1964
Robert Kennedy's off-the-recprd luncheon at The Times 8-12-60. Readers' correspondence about Mr. Kennedy's political leanings. Readers correspondence about Mr. Kennedy's obituary in The Times

b.5 f.19 Kenworthy, Edwin W., 1964-1967

b.5 f.20 Kerr, Barbara, 1962-1971

b.5 f.21 Kerr, Walter (Drama Critic), 1966-1968
See also: Drama Critics, 1960-1969; News in Perspective Movies and Theater, 1969

b.5 f.22 Kihss, Peter, 1966

b.5 f.23 King, Martin Luther, 1965-1968
A note to Mr. Daniel from his secretary indicates that Martin Luther King would not come to the publisher's luncheon because he was in jail. Correspondence regarding the investigation of the slaying of Martin Luther King.

b.5 f.24 King, Seth S., 1964-1969
Of special interest: correspondence with Prince Sihanouk regarding accreditation of foreign journalists in Cambodia.. See also: News in Perspective Middle America 12-3-69

Kirkpatrick, Clayton
See: News in Perspective Middle America 1969

Kleiman, Robert
See: Educational Activities, 1957-1972 (A)

Klemesrud, Judy
See: Educational Activities, 1957-1972 (A)
I. People (cont.)

b.5 f.25 Kollek, Theodore (Mayor), 1964-1969
Of special interest: In his letter of 12/11/67 to Teddy Kollek, Mayor of Jerusalem, Mr. Daniel outlines his thoughts about peace between Israel and its neighbors.

Korn, Richard

b.5 f.26 Kornreich, Dave, 1972
Proposal of a Tennis column in The Times.

b.5 f.27 Kramer, Hilton, 1967-1968

b.5 f.28 Krock, Arthur, 1964-1972
Of special interest: Discussion of standards for editorials and news columns.

Kuznetsov, Anatoli (See: London Daily Telegraph, 1969)

b.5 f.29 Lagerwall, Ada. (Mr. & Mrs.), 1963-1964
Correspondence regarding press inquiries about Mr. and Mrs. Lagerwall.

Lakamp, Robert H. (See: Rotary Clubs, 1968)

Landers, Ann
See: Lederer, Jules (Mrs.), 1965-1969; Sandwich, Lady, 1964

Langer, Philip (See: Drama Critics, 1960-1969)

b.5 f.30 Langguth, Arthur John (Jack), 1965

b.5 f.31 Lasker, Albert D. (Mrs. ) (Mary)

Lasky, Melvin J.
See: Central Intelligence Agency, 1964-1967

b.5 f.32 Lederer, Jules (Mrs.), 1965-1969

Lehman-Haupt, Christopher
See: Educational Activities, 1957-1972 (A)

b.5 f.33 Lelyveld, Joseph, 1965-1969
Correspondence regarding Lelyveld's reporting from South Africa.

Lenoir, ...
See also: European Cultural Correspondent, 1964-1965

Leo, John (See: Religious News, 1960-1969)

b.5 f.34 Lerner, Alan Jay, 1966-1969

b.5 f.35 Lewis, Anthony

Lewis, Flora (See: Gruson, Sydney)

b.6 f.1 Lichteim, George, 1965
Correspondence regarding George Lichteim's criticism of The New York Times in the Commentary magazine.

b.6 f.2 Lidman, David, 1962-1969

b.6 f.3 Lipsyte, Robert, 1966-1968

Loeb, Louis M.

b.6 f.4 Loftus, Joseph A., 1965-1967

b.6 f.5 Loory, Stuart, 1966
New York Times Company records. Clifton Daniel papers
Series descriptions and container list

I. People (cont.)
Luce, Robert (See: New Republic (The), 1966)
b.6 f.6 Lukas, J. Anthony, 1962-1968
b.6 f.7 Luxon, Norval N., 1965
b.6 f.8 Lyford, Joseph P., 1962-1967
Criticism of The Times's Latin American coverage and reply by Clifton Daniel.
b.6 f.9 Manchester, William, 1966-1967
Serialization of William Manchester book, "The Death of a President."
b.6 f.10 Manning, Robert, 1962-1967
Of special interest: Complaints about articles in The Times.
Mao Tse-Tung (See: China, 1963-1972)
b.6 f.11 Markel, Lester, 1964-1971
This file contains comments, suggestions, discussions about news stories. Most of the
 correspondence is between Markeland Daniel and other news staff members. A memo dated
4/2/64 from Turner Catledge to Lester Markel outlines The Times policy with respect to outside
writing by members of the staff. See also: Womens News, 1957-1965, 1966-1972
b.6 f.12 Markewich, Arthur (Judge), 1968
Martin, John (See: Dance Critics, 1960-1968)
Martin, Peter Bird (See: Time Magazine, 1959-1968)
b.6 f.13 Mathews, Cleve, 1965-1968
Matthews, Herbert L.
b.6 f.14 Mattson, Walter E., 1967-1972 (Personal exchanges with E.C. Daniel.)
Mayes, Herbert R. (See: McCall Corporation, 1962-1964)
McCone, John A.
See: Central Intelligence Agency, 1964-1967
b.6 f.15 McNamara, Robert S. (Sec.), 1965
Background interview on the war in Vietnam, not for publication
b.6 f.16 Meir, Golda
See also: News in Perspective Interview with Golda Meir, 1969
b.6 f.17 Meyer, Andre, 1968-1969
Suggestion by Clifton Daniel to Andre Meyer that he give an extensive interview to The New York
Times.
b.6 f.18 Meyner, Robert B., 1964-1967
b.6 f.19 Middleton, Drew, 1962-1969
See also: Insight The Last Word, 1971-1972; Paris Bureau, 1963-1969; United Nations Bureau,
1964-1969
Millionshchikov, Mikhail D.
See: News in Perspective East-West Dialogue 1970
b.6 f.20 Mohr, Charles, 1965-1968
See also: Goldwater, Barry M. (Sen.), 1964
b.6 f.21 Montgomery, Harry, 1968
Correspondence on the subject of the public's right to know.
b.6 f.22 Montgomery, Paul, 1963-1967
I. People (cont.)

b.6 f.23 Mooney, Richard E., 1965-1968
Morehead, Albert H. (See: Bridge Column, 1963-1968)

b.6 f.24 Morgenstern, Joseph, 1958-1964


b.6 f.26 Morrison, Joseph L., 1962-1968
Correspondence regarding the biography of Josephus Daniels.

b.6 f.27 Moses, Robert (Comr.), 1964-1967

b.6 f.28 Moyers, Bill, 1965-
Background interview with Bill Moyers on the Washington scene.

b.6 f.29 Mullaney, Thomas E., 1967-1969
See also: Educational Activities, 1957-1972 (A); Financial News, 1961-1973
Nader, Ralph (See: New Republic (The), 1966)
Nasser, Gamal Abdel (Pres.)
See: News in Perspective Interview with Gamal Abdel Nasser 4-21-69
Neiman, Walter (See: Insight, 1971-1972)

b.6 f.30 Newman, Barnett, 1965 (Threatened libel suit.)

b.6 f.31 Nixon, Richard M. (Pres.), 1968
Memo from Harrison Salisbury on Mr. Nixon's view about The Times.

b.6 f.32 Noble, H.W. (Major)

b.6 f.33 O'Neill, Raymond B.
Oakes, John B. (See: Editorial Board, 1963-1972)
Ochs, Adolph Shelby (See: Masthead, 1969)

b.6 f.34 Ochs, Martin S., 1967
Ochsner, Alton, 1966
Correspondence regarding television reviews.
Oswald, Lee Harvey
See also: Warren Commission Report, 1964-1967

b.7 f.1 Pace, Eric, 1965-1969
Pahlavi, Mohammed Riza, Shah of Iran (See: Shah of Iran, 1968-1969)
Palmer, George
See: News Department Management, 1965-1967

b.7 f.2 Papp, Joseph, 1967-1971
Patman, Wright (See: Rossant, Murray J., 1964-1972)

b.7 f.3 Pauling, Linus, 1964-1965
Persico, Carmine
See: Articles and Books by Daniel, 1963-1979

b.7 f.4 Phelps, Robert H., 1964-1969
Phillips, Ruby Hart (See: Cuba, 1959-1970)

b.7 f.5 Phillips, Warren H., 1966

b.7 f.6 Pinck, Bernard D. (Mayor of Passaic, N.J.), 1968
I. People (cont.)

b.7 f.7 Pomfret, John D., 1963-1972
b.7 f.8 Poore, Charles, 1969
b.7 f.9 Radosta, John S., 1966-1969 (See also: Picture Desk, 1964-1969)
b.7 f.10 Randal, Jonathan C., 1966-1968
Raymond, Henry Jarvis (See: Masthead, 1969)
b.7 f.11 Raymont, Henry, 1963-1969
Reardon, Paul C. (Justice)
See: Free Press and Fair Trial Debate with Justice Paul C. Reardon, 1968
Reeves, Richard
See: Educational Activities, 1957-1972 (A)
b.7 f.12 Reston, James B., 1964-1971
Mostly correspondence regarding the News Department operations and James Reston's column,
Of special interest: Letter on the subject of the ombudsman.. See also: Educational Activities, 1957
-1972 (B); Insight Staff; News in Perspective The Right of Reply 9-17-69; Stockholders
Reuther, Walter P.
See: News in Perspective Detroit Report, 1970
Roach, James
See: Educational Activities, 1957-1972 (A)
b.7 f.13 Roberts, Eugene L., Jr., 1965-1972
b.7 f.14 Roosevelt, Franklin D., Jr., 1965
b.7 f.15 Roper, Elmo, 1965-1966 (Discussion about polling.)
b.7 f.16 Rosenthal, Abraham M., 1959-1972
Mostly correspondence between A.M. Rosenthal and Clifton Daniel on news coverage, handling of
news stories, operations of the different sections of the News Department. Of special interest:
AMR's expulsion from Poland (1959). AMR's diary in the form of memorandum to Clifton Daniel.
AMR's memo on control and direction of the paper by the Managing Editor's office (7/21/66).
AMR's thoughts on crime coverage (12/14/67). Problems of dealing with major late news breaks
(6/12/68). Proposal for changes on the political page (10/15/68). Proposal for experiment in
information gathering and reporting techniques (12/23/68). Proposal for improving the quality of the
City Edition (1/23/69). AMR's memo to the staff on the "shape, direction, movement and
fundamentals of The Times" (10/7/69). Daniel's suggestions to AMR on presentation of the news
and proposal for a smaller newspaper (1/3/72).. See also: Free Press and Fair Trial, 1964-1968,
Management, 1965-1967
b.7 f.17 Rosenthal, Jack, 1967-1969
Correspondence regarding Jack Rosenthal's editorial ability. Picture.
b.7 f.18 Rossant, Murray J., 1964-1972
Murray Rossant was a member of The Times editorial board. Of special interest in this file:
correspondence regarding the investigation of tax exempt foundations by a House Subcommittee
headed by Congressman Wright Patman. Proposal for the establishment of a national press
council.
b.7 f.19 Royster, Vermont, 1965-1971
I. People (cont.)

Rubenstein, ... (Dr.)
See: News in Perspective Middle East, 1969
b.7 f.20
Rubinstein, Amnon, 1969-1970
b.7 f.21
Rusk, Dean, 1961-1968
b.7 f.22
Rusk, Howard A. (Dr.), 1964-1972 (Discussion about medical news coverage.)
b.7 f.23
Ryan, Leonard, 1962
b.7 f.24
Safire, William, 1968
b.7 f.25
Salisbury, Harrison E., 1964-1972
Of special interest: Comments on staff and operation of the News Department. Reporting from
Hanoi (North Vietnam). Foreign coverage. Diary in the form of a series of memoranda to Clifton
Daniel.. See also: Alliluyeva, Svetlana, 1967-1969; American Society of Newspaper Editors, 1964
News Department Management, 1965-1967; News in Perspective End of a Decade 12-17-69;
Op-Ed Page, 1966-1971; Russian Revolution Anniversary, 1966-1967; Stockholders Meetings,
1970-1972
b.7 f.26
Salisbury, Harrison E. (Mrs.), 1967
b.7 f.27
San Miniato, Arturo Pini di (Duke), 1969
Complaint regarding The Times' statement on the noble lineage of Duke Arturo Pini di San
Miniato.
b.7 f.28
Sandwich, Lady, 1964
b.7 f.29
Sanford, Terry, 1963-1964
b.7 f.30
Sayers, Elliseva, 1970
b.8 f.1
Schiff, Dorothy, 1965-1968
b.8 f.2
Schlesinger, Arthur, Jr. (Prof.), 1967 (See also: Cuba Bay of Pigs, 1960-1972)
b.8 f.3
Schmidt, Dana Adams, 1962-1968
See also: Educational Activities, 1957-1972 (A)
b.8 f.4
Schonberg, Harold C., 1965-1967
b.8 f.5
Schorr, Daniel, 1969
b.8 f.6
Schumach, Murray, 1959-1968
Of special interest: discussion about news reporting.. See also: Educational Activities, 1957-1972
(A)
Schwartz, Harry
Schwarz, Daniel (See: Sunday Department, 1966-1969)
Schwarz, Fred C.
See: Christian Anti-Communist Crusade, 1961-1962
Seaver, Tom
See: News in Perspective The Big Business of Sports, 1970
b.8 f.7
Seawell, Donald R. (Mrs.), 1965-1972
I. People (cont.)

Semple, Robert B., Jr.
See: Educational Activities, 1957-1972 (A)

Servan-Schreiber, Jean-Jacques, 1968

Severo, Richard, 1967

Seymour, Whitney North, Jr.

Shabad, Theodore, 1962-1967

Shabecoff, Philip, 1965-1968

Shah of Iran, 1968-1969
E.C. Daniel's notes on interviews with the Shah of Iran (6/11/68, 10/20/69).

Shaikevich, Sara, 1972

Shanahan, Eileen, 1966-1968

Sheehan, Joseph M., 1970
Obituary. See also: News in Perspective The Big Business of Sports, 1970

Sheehan, Neil, 1964-1968
See also: Arnheiter, Marcus A. (Comdr.), 1968-1969; Educational Activities, 1957-1972 (B)

Shenker, Israel
See: Educational Activities, 1957-1972 (B)

Sherer, Morris (Rabbi) (See: Agudath Israel of America, 1969)

Shipler, David K.
See: Educational Activities, 1957-1972 (A)

Shuster, Alvin, 1967

Siegel, Eli (See: Aesthetic Realism, 1969-1972)

Sihanouk, Norodom (Prince) (See: King, Seth S., 1964-1969)

Siscoe, Frank G., 1964
Correspondence about an editorial in The Times regarding cultural exchange with the Soviet Union.

Sitton, Claude


Smith, Terence F., 1965-1968

Somoza Debayle, Anastasio (General), 1962
Records of a visit to The Times as part of a promotion for the new regime in Nicaragua.

Spiegel, Irving
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel B’Nai B’Rith Dinner for Irving Spiegel, 1967

Spottswood, John, 1964-1970 (Personal correspondence.)

St. John, Jeffrey, 1972

Stanton, Frank, 1967

Stark, Abe, 1966

Stefanescu, Fernanda (See: Friedman, Fernanda Cecilia)

Stein, Jules, 1968-1972

I. People (cont.)

b.8 f.29  Sterba, James P., 1968
b.8 f.30  Stewart, Ian, 1963
        Stix, Fannie Groy (Mrs.)
        See: Connor, John, E. (Mr. and Mrs.), 1972
b.8 f.31  Stone, C. Sumner, Jr., 1966
b.8 f.32  Stone, Morton D., 1966-1967
b.8 f.33  Stone, Shepard, 1966
b.8 f.34  Strackbein, Otto R., 1967
        Complaints about The Times' handling of news of foreign trade.

b.8 f.35  Sturua, Melor
        Correspondence regarding permission for Soviet correspondents to watch the Apollo 11 launching
        at Cape Kennedy. Mr. Melor Sturua is the New York correspondent of Izvestia.

b.8 f.36  Sullivan, Ed, 1965-1968

b.8 f.37  Sullivan, Walter, 1963-1969

b.8 f.38-39  Sulzberger, Arthur Hays
        This file contains correspondence on a variety of subjects such as: Mrs. AHS's meoirs, her
        comments and suggestions about news stories, personal matters. Of special interest: Poem
        written in 1944 by AHS for his daughter Ruth Sulzberger to be included in AHS obituary.
        Suggestion by Iphigene Sulzberger relative to society news. Advance obituaries of AHS.

b.9 f.1   Sulzberger, Arthur Ochs, 1964-1972
        Arthur Ochs Sulzberger had correspondence with Clifton Daniel covering a wide variety of subjects
        concerning principally the news department. Most of this correspondence can be found in the
        Daniel Papers in file folders under the appropriate title for each subject. The material included here
        in this file is miscellaneous correspondence for which subject folders do not exist. See also:

b.9 f.2   Sulzberger, Cyrus L., 1962-1969
        Of special interest: Discussion about handling of news in editorial column (1962).

b.9 f.3   Sulzberger, Iphigene Ochs
        See: Sulzberger, Arthur Hays (Mr. and Mrs.)(Iphigene Ochs Sulzberger), 1962-1968

b.9 f.4   Susskind, David, 1969
        Correspondence regarding Clifton Daniel's appearance in the David Susskind television show.
        (Copy of the transcript of the show is in Corporate Records).
        Svetlana, ... (See: Alliluyeva, Svetlana, 1967-1969)

b.9 f.5   Szulc, Taddeusz, 1962-1969
        Of special interest: biographical sketch, correspondence regarding news assignments. See also:
        Cuba Bay of Pigs, 1960-1972

b.9 f.5   Taft, Charles P., 1967

b.9 f.6   Talese, Gay, 1965-1967
        Of special interest: copy of reviews from magazines and newspapers of the book, "The Kingdom
        and the Power". Text of article in Esquire by Talese, "The Kingdoms, The Powers, and The Glories

b.9 f.7   Talge, Henry J., 1967-1968
        Of special interest: Proposal to create a Harry S. Truman Award.
I. People (cont.)

b.9 f.8 Tanner, Henry, 1958-1968 (See also: Paris Bureau, 1963-1969)
Tate, Sharon (See: Cohen, Richard E., 1969)

b.9 f.9 Taubman, Howard H., 1965-1969

b.9 f.10 Thomas, Evan, 1967

b.9 f.11 Thompson, James, 1967
Case of the mysterious disappearance of James Thompson in Malaya. Report by Harrison Salisbury.

Thompson, Llewellyn E.
See: Russian Revolution Anniversary, 1966-1967

b.9 f.12 Tolchin, Martin, 1966-1967

b.9 f.13 Topping, Seymour, 1960-1969
Of special interest: Assignment as chief correspondent in Southeast Asia (Hong Kong). Appointment to the position of foreign news editor. See also: China, 1963-1972; News in Perspective End of a Decade, 1969; Vietnam, 1965-1970

b.9 f.14 Trudeau, Pierre (Prime Min.), 1968
Report that at one time, he was barred from the U.S.

b.9 f.15 Truman, Harry S. (Pres. and Mrs.), 1965-1969 (See also: Daniel, E. Clifton Children)
Truman, Margaret
See: Daniel, E. Clifton (Mrs.)(Margaret Truman Daniel), 1963-1972

b.9 f.16 Trumbull, Robert, 1963-1967 (Assignment as Chief of the Tokyo Bureau/)
Truscott, Alan (See: Bridge Column, 1963-1968)

b.9 f.17 Turner, Wallace, 1965-1966

b.9 f.18 Tynan, Kenneth, 1965-1967 (Search for a Drama Critic.)
Van Dusen, Henry P. (Dr.) (See: Religious News, 1960-1969)


b.9 f.20 Vartan, Vartanig G.

b.9 f.21 Veit, Ivan B., 1966-1971
Vernon, Hazel (See: Personal Papers)

b.9 f.22 Wallace, George C., 1965

b.9 f.23 Walz, Jay, 1964-1967
Assignment as chief correspondent in Canada.

b.9 f.24 Warner, Raymond, 1966

b.9 f.25 Warren, Earl (Chief Justice), 1968-1969

b.9 f.26 Wasnieski, Stanley, 1970-1972

b.9 f.27 Wechsler, James A., 1966-1967
Correspondence regarding The Times's articles on the Vietnam War. James Wechsler is the editorial page editory of the New York Post.
Weinraub, Bernard (See: Vietnam, 1965-1970)

b.9 f.28 Welles, Benjamin, 1962-1970
West, Samuel (See: Carroll, Wallace, 1965-1971)
I. People (cont.)

b.10 f.1 Whalen, Richard J., 1970

b.10 f.2 Whitman, Alden, 1962-1971
Criticism of The New York Times' political coverage. See also: Managing Editor's Office, 1966-1971

b.10 f.3 Wicker, Tom, 1964-1969

b.10 f.4 Wilcke, Gerd, 1962-1964

b.10 f.5 Wilford, John Noble, 1967-1968

b.10 f.6 Wilkins, Roy, 1964

b.10 f.7 Winchell, Walter, 1967

b.10 f.8 Windeler, Robert, 1967

b.10 f.9 Wooten, James T., 1969
Criticism of a news story by James T. Wooten.

Zanuck, Darryl F. (See also: Adler, Renata, 1967-1970)

b.10 f.10 Zhukov, Yuri, 1956 (Foreign Editor of Pravda)

b.10 f.11 Ziegler, Ron, 1974

b.10 f.12 Zion, Sidney E., 1968

b.10 f.13 Zolotow, Sam, 1964-1969

II. Subjects

24-Hour Wire

ABC Trading Zone

Advertisers Complaints About News Coverage
See: National Society of Interior Designers, 1964


Advertising and Promotion of The New York Times
See: Editorial Policy Elections, 1956-1972

Advertising Column (See: McCall Corporation, 1962-1964)

b.10 f.14 Advertising Department, 1962-1970
Of special interest: Readers' criticism of advertising in the paper. Advertising space versus news space. See also: Curtis, Montgomery J., 1967-1969

b.10 f.15 Aesthetic Realism, 1969-1972
Correspondence with the followers of the Aesthetic Realism movement. Memo from Grace Glueck about the movement.

b.10 f.16 Afternoon Newspaper (NYT Project), 1967-1968
Inter-office memorandums, reports regarding the study for a proposed evening newspaper. New York Forum and New York Today were two of the suggested names.

b.10 f.17 Agudath Israel of America, 1969
Correspondence regarding The Times reporting of Jewish news.

All Souls Guild
II. Subjects (cont.)

Almanac

American Assembly, 1964
Correspondence regarding the 25th biennial meeting of the American Assembly. For the first time, The Times did send a reporter.

American Association of University Women
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel American Association of University Women, 1958

American Bar Association
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel American Bar Association, 1969

American Council for Judaism, 1966-1968
Correspondence regarding the coverage by The Times of Jewish news.

American Jewish Congress, 1968
Acceptance by E.C. Daniel on behalf of The New York Times of the Mass Media Award of the National Women's Division of the American Jewish Congress.

ANPA report on Free Press and Fair Trial. Meeting between the Board of Directors of the Bureau of Advertising of ANPA and the Executive Committee of the American Petroleum Institute. See also: Speeches by Clifton Daniel Special Libraries Association Convention, 1967

American Petroleum Institute

American Press Institute, 1967-1971
Visit to The Times of seminar participants. Miscellaneous correspondence. See also: Curtis, Montgomery J., 1967-1969; Free Press and Fair Trial Debate with Justice Paul C. Reardon, 1968

American Society of Newspaper Editors, 1964-1970

American Society of Travel Agents
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel American Society of Travel Agents, 1958

Anti-Communist Crusade
See: Christian Anti-Communist Crusade, 1961-1962

Antitrust (See: Bancroft, Harding F., 1964-1972)

Antitrust Suit


Art Critics

Art Department, 1968-1970

Articles and Books about Daniel, E.C. (See also: Womens Wear Daily, 1972)

Articles and Books about The Times (See also: Lichteim, George, 1965)
II. Subjects (cont.)

b.11 f.4  Articles and Books by Daniel, 1963-1979
Arts and Leisure Section

b.11 f.5  Asahi Shimbun, 1964-1970
Of special interest: Asahi Shimbin's rights to all staff-written material in The New York Times and first refusal rights to non-staff articles. Asahi prize-winning newspaper delivery boys' visit to The Times. Internal dispute for control of Asahi Shimbun.
Assistant Managing Editors
See: News Department Management, 1965-1967
Associate Editor
See: Personal Papers On Becoming Associate Editor, 1969

b.11 f.6  Associated Press

b.11 f.7  Associated Press Managing Editors Association, 1959-1965
Correspondence with Managing Editors of other newspapers. Of special interest: Discussion about pretrial reporting. Discussion about editing of The New York Times. See also: Speeches by Clifton Daniel Associated Press Managing Editors Assoc., 1964
Association of the Bar of the City of New York
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel Association of the Bar of the City of N.Y., 1964

b.11 f.8  Associations: Membership, 1967-1971
Representative correspondence indicating The Times' policy about membership in outside organizations. See also: International Press Institute, 1970-1972; Pilgrims of the U.S., (The), 1969
Attrition Program (See: Staff, 1959-1966, 1967-1972)
Audio News Service (See: Insight Syndication, 1971-1972)

b.11 f.9  Awards
See: American Jewish Congress, 1968; Family Service Association of America, 1967
Awards (to NYT and/or Staff Members)
See: Lasker, Albert and Mary, Foundation, 1966-1971

b.11 f.10  Baltic States, 1970-1971
Sit-in and Demonstration in the lobby of The Times building at 43d Street by a group called Baltic Youth for Freedom. Meeting of representatives of the Editorial and News Departments with the demonstrators. Correspondence regarding news coverage of the Baltic States.
II. Subjects (cont.)

Bangkok, Thailand Correspondent (See: Braestrup, Peter, 1960-1968)

Bankers Conference
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel Bankers Conference August 28, 1965

Bay of Pigs (See: Cuba Bay of Pigs, 1960-1972)

BBC Radio

Bennett-Chaikin, Inc. (See: Index and News Summary, 1963-1965)

b.11 f.11
Berlin Story (The)

Biafra-Nigerian War (See: Garrison, Lloyd, 1964-1968)

b.11 f.12
Biography

Blackout Edition (See: Production Department, 1964-1968)

b.11 f.13
Blackouts, 1961-1967
Correspondence regarding the publication of The New York Times during the blackout in 1961 using the World Telegram's facilities, and in 1965 using the presses of the Newark News. The New York Times was honored in April 1966 by the Society of Silurians for its performance during the 1965 blackout. In 1967, The New York Times had the opportunity to reciprocate the Newark News' hospitality.

b.11 f.14
Blauvelt Family Genealogy, 1962
Correspondence regarding a rumor that President Kennedy was once secretly married. The story of the alleged marriage had its origin in an entry in the Blauvelt Family Genealogy published in 1957. Included in the file are copies of documents from the White House in support of the denial of the rumor.

Bolivia (See: De Onis, Juan, 1960-1971)

Bolshevik Revolution
See: Russian Revolution Anniversary, 1966-1967

b.11 f.15
Bonn (West Germany) Bureau, 1963-1967
Memos about furniture, staff members, and quality of news reports from Germany.

Bonwit Teller (See: Custin, Mildred, 1967)

b.11 f.16
Book and Educational Division, 1964-1970


Book of The Times (See also: Book Review Daily, 1962-1969)

b.11 f.17
Daily, 1962-1969
Of special interest: Review of books written by staff members Discussion about the format of the column: Books of The Times Discussion regarding publishing more news about new books Policy on staff members reviewing books for outside publications Policy about book reviews by critics of The Times"Book and Authors" column

b.11 f.18
Sunday, 1967-1969
Of special interest: memoranda (7/23/68, 10/29/70) discussing the format of the Book Review.

II. Subjects (cont.)

Boy in the News (See: Man in the News Column, 1965-1970)
Brandeis University National Women's Committee
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel Brandeis University, 1971
Brazil
See: Jornal do Brasil, 1969-1972; Trips Brazil, 1969- October
Brick Church
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel Brick Church, N.Y.C, 1965

Bridge Column, 1963-1968
Correspondence regarding the search for a new Bridge Editor. Content of the Bridge Column.

Bridgeport, University of
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel, 1956-1957, 1958-1972 (B)

British Broadcasting Corporation, 1967-1970
Correspondence and transcripts of interview on BBC Radio.

Broadcast Desk, 1963-1970

Broadcasting

Brooklyn-Queens-Long Island Section

Bucharest, Rumania Correspondent (See: Friedman, Fernanda Cecila)

1960-1972
Text of Clifton Daniel's speech (typed copy and printed version) at World Press Institute on the Bay of Pigs. Arthur Schlesinger Jr.'s comment on the handling of the story by The Times. Representative correspondence about Clifton Daniel's speech. Tad Szulc's story about the imminent invasion of Cuba by anti-Castro forces.

Buenos Aires Bureau, 1967 (Administrative and personal matters.)

Buildings - Paramount Building (See: Newsroom, 1964-1968)

Bulgaria, 1958-1964
Correspondence regarding the admission of Bulgarian correspondents to the United States and American correspondents to Bulgaria.

Bullpen, 1965-1969
Series of memos from Clifton Daniel on policy, rules and style in handling the news.

Bureau of Advertising
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel Bureau of Advertising, 1970

Business and Financial Department


Business News (See: Common Market, 1962)

Butterick Patterns (See: McCall Corporation, 1962-1964)
II. Subjects (cont.)

b.12 f.5  Bylines, 1964-1968 (The Times policy on bylines.)
Cairo Bureau (See: Fahmy, Maurice, 1959-1964)
Canada (See: Daniell, Raymond F., 1962-1969)
Canadian Coverage (See: Walz, Jay, 1964-1967)
Canadian Expo (See: Cohen, Stanley, 1967)
Canadian Managing Editors' Conference
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel Canadian Managing Editors' Conference, 1971
Case & Comment
See: Free Press and Fair Trial Articles by Daniel, 1965-1968
CBS News
See: Editorial Policy Elections, 1956-1972

b.12 f.6  Celler Committee, 1962
Congressional investigation of newspapers by the House Committee on Judiciary, headed by Congressman Emanuel Celler.
Censorship (See: Military Coverage, 1965-1968)

b.12 f.7  Central Intelligence Agency, 1964-1967
Background correspondence regarding a series of articles by The Times on the function, operation, performance and objectives of the CIA. Of special interest: two reports on foreign reaction to The Times's articles.. See also: Helms, Richard H., 1967

b.12 f.8  Chambre Syndicale de la Couture Parisienne, 1962-1963
The Times and other newspapers were required to sign an agreement to respect the release dates set by the Chambre Syndicale in exchange for admission to the Paris fashion showings. The correspondence in this file concerns the repeated violations of the news release dates.
Chaplin School
Charitable Appeals (See: Charity Appeal Boxes, 1968)
Charitable Contributions (See: National Urban Coalition)

b.12 f.9  Charity Appeal Boxes, 1968
Policy on the use of news columns for public service and charitable appeals.
Charleston News and Courier (See: Gilbreth, Frank B., 1964-1969)

b.12 f.10  Chattanooga Times, 1965-1970
Personal correspondence with executives of Chattanooga Times.

b.12 f.11  Chess Column, 1962-1968
Hiring of a new chess editor. Readers' correspondence.
Chicago Daily News
Chicago Sun Times

b.12 f.12  China, 1963-1972
### II. Subjects (cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| b.12 f.13                     | Christian Anti-Communist Crusade, 1961-1962  
Readers' correspondence about The Times coverage of the activities of Dr. Fred C. Schwarz and the Christian Anti-Communist Program.                      |
Of special interest: Discussion about the national availability of The Times. Rules used in determining ABC retail trading zones. Complaints about the delivery of The Times.  
Circulation Department (See: Curtis, Montgomery J., 1967-1969)  
City Edition  
Civil Service News (See: Editorial Policy, 1965-1971 (A))  
Closing Time (See: Composing Room, 1962-1966) |
| b.12 f.15                     | Code of Ethics, 1965-1970  
Memo from Mr. Daniel on the fact that newspapers have no written code of ethics. Letter regarding the fact that the code of ethics of newspapers has been formalized by the American Society of Newspaper Editors and other professional organizations.  
College and School Service  
See: Educational Activities, 1957-1972 (C)  
College and School Services (See: Insight Syndication, 1971-1972) |
| b.12 f.16                     | Columbia Broadcasting System, 1964-1970  
| b.12 f.17                     | Columbia University, 1964-1968  
Clippings from the Village Voice: criticism of The Times' coverage of students riot at Columbia University Discussion about the right of privacy issue in the Daniel Burros case E.C. Daniel's appearance before the Graduate School of Journalism students. See also: Speeches by Clifton Daniel Columbia University, 1956-1972  
Commentary (Magazine) (See: Lichteim, George, 1965)  
Commerce and Industry Association of New York  
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel Commerce & Industry Association of New York 1969  
Committee on the Future  
| b.12 f.18                     | Common Market, 1962  
Correspondence regarding ways of improving the financial news coverage in Europe.  
Communications  
See: National Press Communications Corporation, 1969  
Communications Cooperative  
| b.12 f.19                     | Communications Department, 1965-1969  
Inter-office memos on communications equipment.  
Communications Rate  
Communications Satellite Corporation  
II. Subjects (cont.)

b.13 f.1 Composing Room, 1962-1966
Of special interest: Study of news copy to the composing room. Memos on deadlines and closing time. Problems of the composing room.
Computers (See: Simulmatics Project, 1961-1963)
COMSAT
Confidentiality of News Sources (See: News Sources, 1968)
Conflict of Interest (See: Claiborne, Craig, 1965-1971)
Conservation and Environmental Problems (See: Editorial Policy, 1965-1971 (A))
Consumers (See: Editorial Policy, 1965-1971 (B))
Contemporary Club
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel Contemporary Club January 13, 1970
Contests and Prizes
Copley News Service
Copy Desks (See: Copyreaders, 1964-1967)
Copy Flow (See: Composing Room, 1962-1966)

b.13 f.2 Copyreaders, 1964-1967
Cornell University
Cost Reduction Program
See: Operation Improvement Project, 1965-1966

b.13 f.3 Costume Institute, 1969
Correspondence regarding The Times' participation in the 1969 Party of the Year, the Annual Benefit for the Costume Institute of the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Mr. and Mrs. AOS had agreed to become patrons of the Party of the Year.

b.13 f.4 Crime and Criminals, 1963-1968

b.13 f.5 Critic at Large (Column), 1960
Correspondence regarding the trademark assignment of the title "Critic-At-Large."
Critic Emeritus (See: Crowther, Bosley, 1966-1968)
Critics and Criticism
Cuba (See also: Trips Mexico, 1966)
II. Subjects (cont.)

Cuba (cont.)

b.13 f.6 1959-1970

Bay of Pigs

b.13 f.7 1960-1972
Text of Clifton Daniel's speech (typed copy and printed version) at World Press Institute on the Bay of Pigs. Arthur Schlesinger, Jr's comment on the handling of the story by The Times. Representative correspondence about Clifton Daniel's speech. Tad Szulc's story about the imminent invasion of Cuba by anti-Castro forces.

b.13 f.8 News Clippings and Background Material

Cue Magazine, 1967
Personal opinions on Cue Magazine from E.C. Daniel, Charlotte Curtis, Harrison Salisbury, Jack Gould, Craig Claiborne.

Cultural News, 1960-1972
Of special interest: Series of memos from E.C. Daniel on cultural news and the staff in the Culture Department. Memo by E.C. Daniel critical of the critics (1965). See also: European Cultural Correspondent, 1964-1965

Czechoslovakia (See: Hoffmann, Paul G., 1963-1969)

Daily Tar Heel, The
See: Articles and Books by Daniel, 1963-1979

Dance Critics, 1960-1968

Datelines, 1964-1967
Discussion about The Times policy on datelines.

Deadlines (See: Composing Room, 1962-1966)

Decade Book
See: Articles and Books by Daniel, 1963-1979

Demonstrations Coverage (See: Editorial Policy, 1965-1971 (A))


Deportation of Correspondents

Der Spiegel

Detroit Free Press

Detroit News

Detroit Report
See: News in Perspective Detroit Report 1970

b.13 f.13 Dial the News Service, 1968
Suggestion that The Times establish a "Dial the News" service.
II. Subjects (cont.)

b.13 f.15 Domestic Bureaus, 1966-1969
   Correspondence regarding administrative matters. Listing of domestic bureaus.

b.14 f.1 Dominican Republic, 1960
   Correspondence regarding news stories about the Dominican Republic.

b.14 f.2 Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1968
   List of titles for a series of magazines to be published under a proposed new venture with Doubleday.

Drama Critics

b.14 f.3 1960-1969
   Of special interest: Proposal by The Times that the critics be allowed to review the last preview of a new show. Decision by The Times to have two drama critics offering two critical points of view on plays. Policy of the Stage News column (memo 3-2-60). E.C. Daniel's memo critical of the critics (1965).

b.14 f.4 Readers' Reaction, 1966-1968
   Samples of readers' correspondence regarding drama criticism in The Times, the system of multiple theater criticism and the performance of the critics. The letters are arranged in alphabetical order under the name of the writer.

Drug Problems (See: Editorial Policy, 1965-1971 (A))

Dwight School

East Midtown Ministerial Association
   See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel East Midtown Ministerial Association, 1971

East-West Dialogue
   See: News in Perspective East-West Dialogue, 1970

Ecological News (See: Editorial Policy, 1965-1971 (A))

Economic News

Editing


b.14 f.5 Editorial Board, 1963-1972
   Correspondence between Clifton Daniel and John Oakes on a variety of subjects regarding news stories, editorial articles and cooperation between the News and the Editorial Departments. Of special interest: letter (no date) from Clifton Daniel about Herbert Matthews and editorial writers contributing to news columns.

Editorial Department (See: Catledge, Turner, 1962-1972 (B))

Editorial Page (See: News Department, 1967-1971)

Editorial Policy
II. Subjects (cont.)

Editorial Policy (cont.)

b.14 f.6  1965-1971
Correspondence regarding the news coverage policy of The Times and criticism from readers.
Of special interest: correspondence about the following matters: Civil Service News
Conservation and Environmental Problem Demonstrations Coverage Drug Problems Junkets
News Conference in Brief News presentation for the consumer (11/22/67) News Classification
News Releases News Sources Pre-Trial Publicity

b.14 f.7  Elections, 1956-1972
Of special interest: Plans for coverage of political conventions, primaries and national
elections. New York Times political coverage (1956, 58). Policy on staff appearance on radio
and television programs (memos 7/39/64, 4/23/68). Radio announcements by Clifton Daniel
and Harrison Salisbury for the election issue of The Times (1964). CBS News Vote Profile
Analysis service. See also: Kastenmeier, Robert W., 1962-1968

Policy
Editors’ Meeting
See: News Department Editors’ Conferences, 1968, 1969
Education (See: Deitsch, Alan, 1972)

b.14 f.8  Education News, 1964-1969
Correspondence regarding the operation of the education news department.

b.14 f.9  Educational Activities, 1957-1972
Correspondence, speeches and working papers concerning a series of talks on major issues and
event by editors, reporters, columnists, critics and correspondence of The Times. In 1971, the talks
were produced on audio tape cassettes by Martin S. Fiesler Co. for The Times and offered to
schools and libraries as a new teaching and reference course. The transcript of each tape can be
found in the oral history collection of the Archives.

Educators Conference
See: Educational Activities, 1957-1972 (C)

b.15 f.1  Egypt, 1966-1970
Of special interest: Correspondence with Egyptian officials indicating the problems encountered by
The Times’ correspondents in Cairo. See also: News in Perspective Interview with Gamal Abdel
Nasser, 1969

Elections

b.15 f.2  Employee Benefits, 1965-1968
Mostly comments from E.C. Daniel and others from the News Department.

b.15 f.3  Employee Safety and Plant Protection, 1965-1969 (Problem of security in the newsroom.)

Encounter Magazine
See: Central Intelligence Agency, 1964-1967

Encyclopedic Almanac

Energy Conference

Environmental Problems (See: Editorial Policy, 1965-1971 (A))

Equal Employment Opportunity (See: Staff Minorities)
II. Subjects (cont.)

Equal Time (See: Insight Equal Time, 1971)

Equal Times
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel American Bar Association August 11, 1969

Errors and Corrections (See: Newspapers, 1963-1972)

European Business Coverage (See: Common Market, 1962)

b.15 f.4 European Cultural Correspondent, 1964-1965
Situation where two people were hired for the post of European Cultural Correspondent and only one was needed.

European Economic Community (See: Common Market, 1962)

Evening Newspaper
See: Afternoon Newspaper (NYT Project), 1967-1968

Exclusivity

Executive Editor (See: Catledge, Turner, 1962-1972 (A))

b.15 f.5 Executive Editor's Advisory Council, 1965-1966
The Executive Editor's Advisory Council was created as a step towards "strengthening and institutionalizing the office of the executive editor". The council would not deal with current operating problems but with broad questions of future growth and development of The New York Times newspaper. The function of the group would remain "solely advisory." This file contains minutes of the council meetings, agendas, notes, interoffice memos. Some of the questions discussed: readership, Society News, Sports Coverage, Foreign Coverage.

b.15 f.6 Executive Editor's Office, 1968
Correspondence between Clifton Daniel and James Reston regarding their differences about the operation of the News Department and the relationship between the Executive Editor's Office and the Managing Editor's Office. Correspondence regarding changes in the administrative structure of the News Department in line with an orderly transition from one generation of editors to another. Draft memorandum indicating that Clifton Daniel would perform the administrative functions of the Executive Editor's office while James Reston would have the ultimate authority in a series of specific matters.

Executive News Service

Executive Succession
See: News Department Management, 1965-1967

Expo (See: Cohen, Stanley, 1967)

Expulsion of Correspondents
F.B.I. (See: Hoover, Edgar J., 1961)

b.15 f.7 Family Service Association of America, 1967
A story written by Jean Hewitt was chosen for a special mention award for outstanding achievement.

II. Subjects (cont.)

b.15  f.8 Fashion News, 1967-1969

Federal Bar Association
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel Federal Bar Association, 1965

Field Enterprises, Inc.

b.15  f.9 Financial News, 1961-1973

Financial Public Relations Assoc.
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel Financial Public Relations Association, 1965

b.15  f.10 Financial Reports, 1965-1968

Financial Year-end Sections (See: Year-End Reviews, 1964-1967)

b.15  f.11 Food News, 1962-1972
Mostly inter-office memos between E.C. Daniel, Craig Claiborne, and other members of the food news department. Of special interest: ideas for a new restaurant feature (1962), discussion about restaurant reviewing, restaurants guide, etc. Readers’ correspondence.

Foreign Aid
See: Senate Foreign Relations Committee, 1965


Foreign Policy Association (See: Vietnam, 1965-1970)

Foreign Relations Committee
See: Senate Foreign Relations Committee, 1965

b.15  f.14 Four-Part Newspaper, 1968-1969
Inter-office memoranda, reports, notes of meetings of the News Committee, regarding the planning for a larger newspaper. The first four-part issue of The New York Times was published on November 18, 1969. See also: News Department Planning, 1964-1970, 1971-1972 [B]

Free Press and Fair Trial
II. Subjects (cont.)
Free Press and Fair Trial (cont.)

b.16 f.1-5  1964-1972

b.17 f.1  Articles by Daniel, 1965-1968

b.17 f.2-5  Background Material (10 folders)
Folders 1 to 7 contain: Booklets and Magazine articles Reports on Congressional hearings Reports on Debates and Symposia Studies of Press Coverage Folder # 8 contains Court documents Folders # 9 and 10 contain speeches, statements and press releases by outside people and organizations.

b.18 f.1-4  Background Material
Folders 1 to 7 contain: Booklets and Magazine articles Reports on Congressional hearings Reports on Debates and Symposia Studies of Press Coverage Folder # 8 contains Court documents Folders # 9 and 10 contain speeches, statements and press releases by outside people and organizations.

b.19 f.1-2  Background Material
Folders 1 to 7 contain: Booklets and Magazine articles Reports on Congressional hearings Reports on Debates and Symposia Studies of Press Coverage Folder # 8 contains Court documents Folders # 9 and 10 contain speeches, statements and press releases by outside people and organizations.

b.19 f.3  Debate with Justice Paul C. Reardon, 1968
Copies of papers by Clifton Daniel and Justice Paul C. Reardon from the Rational Debate Seminar conducted under the auspices of the American Enterprise Institute. The two men presented opposing views on the controversial Reardon Report. The entire proceeding of the debate has been published in book form by the American Enterprise Institute. Included in the file are speeches and statements by Justice Paul C. Reardon.

b.19 f.4  Debate with Justice Paul C. Reardon (Book), 1968
Book published by the American Enterprise Institute on the debate between Justice Paul C. Reardon and Clifton Daniel.

b.20 f.1  Guidelines

b.20 f.2  Meetings, 1970-1972
Programs and minutes of the meetings of the New York Fair Trial Free Press Conference.

b.20 f.3  N.Y. State Publishers Association, 1971
Appointment of Clifton Daniel as a member of the Free Press-Fair Trial Committee of The New York State Publishers Association.
II. Subjects (cont.)

Free Press and Fair Trial (cont.)

Speeches by Clifton Daniel


Freedom of the Press


French Journalists, 1969

Visit to The Times of a group of 70 French journalists.

Front Page (See: Second Front Page, 1963-1968)

Gainesville Chamber of Commerce

See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel Gainesville & Tampa, Florida, 1972-1973

Gallup Poll, 1967

Correspondence regarding various polling services.

Georgetown University

See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel HOYA, The (50th anniversary lecture), 1970

Germany


Golden West Broadcasters

See: Insight Syndication Golden West Broadcasters, 1971-1972

Hamilton College


Hanoi, North Vietnam


Harvard Business School

See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel, 1956-1957, 1958-1972 (B)

Hiring Practices


Ho Chi Minh (See: Vietnam, 1965-1970)

Home Furnishings News

See: National Society of Interior Designers, 1964

Home Leave Policy (See: Catledge, Turner, 1962-1972 (A))

Homosexuals (See: Editorial Policy, 1965-1971 (B))

Horizons Communications Corp., 1972

Proposal for a series of journalistic documentaries for television with the editors, columnists, correspondents and reporters of the New York Times.
II. Subjects (cont.)

House Committee on Judiciary (See: Celler Committee, 1962)

Houston Chronicle

Hsinhua News Agency (See: China, 1963-1972)

b.20  f.7 Human Relations Committee, 1965-1967
Clifton Daniel as a member of the Human Relations Committee. This committee was
recommended by Theodore Khell in his report to Mayor Robert F. Wagner after his participaion in
a dispute between The Times and Guild. This file contains correspondence and reports regarding
the work of the committee.

b.20  f.8 Hundred Neediest Cases, 1965-1968
Of special interest: report (1965) on the selection of the neediest cases.


Impartiality (See: Newspapers, 1963-1972)

b.20  f.9 Index and News Summary, 1963-1965
Discussion about the position of the News Summary and Index, and about ways to improve the
content. Evaluation study of the News and Summary conducted by Bennett-Chaiken, Inc. for The

b.20  f.10 Indonesia, 1966
Correspondence regarding the slaying of Communists and their sympathizers in Indonesia.

Information Gathering and Reporting (See: Rosenthal, Abraham M., 1959-1972)

Inland Daily Press Association
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel Inland Daily Press Association February 22, 1965

Insight

b.20  f.11 1971-1972
"Insight" was a daily news program on WQXR radio featuring correspondents, columnists,
critics and editors of The New YOrk Times. Clifton Daniel was the moderator. The first
broadcast was on: Jan. 11, 1971 The last broadcast was on: Nov. 10, 1972 Because the sale
of WQXR was being contemplated, the program "Insight" was set up not as an activity of
WQXR, but rather as a product of The New York Times Sales, a subsidiary of The New York
Times Company. Of special interest in this folder: correspondence regarding preparations for
the launching of the program, survey of WQXR listeners about the program, comments about
fan mail, the closing of "Insight."

b.20  f.12 Advertising and Promotion, 1971-1972
Sample ads and correspondence regarding promotional activities.

b.20  f.13 Articles About, 1971-1972

b.21  f.1-2 Daily Listing, 1971, 1972
Listing of the participants in the program and the subjects discussed.

b.21  f.3 Equal Time, 1971
Records regarding the only request for equal time on the program "Insight"; Mr. Hentoff of the
Village Voice was given the opportunity to reply to Clifton Daniel's remarks on the program.
II. Subjects (cont.)

Insight (cont.)

b.21 f.4-5 Listeners and Readers Correspondence, 1971, 1972
This is a representative file of listeners correspondence. Since "The Last Word" of "Insight" was syndicated to newspapers, correspondence from readers is also included. Most of the letters express appreciation for "Insight." Very few show disappointment with the program; others offer suggestions. On the ending of "Insight" in November 1972, the letters express dismay and regret.

b.22 f.1 Miscellaneous Correspondence, 1971

b.22 f.2 Overseas Press Club, 1972
Nominations for Overseas Press Club Awards.

b.22 f.3 Sponsors, 1971
Correspondence with or about the sponsors of Insight.

b.22 f.4 Staff
Miscellaneous correspondence with members of The New York Times staff. Many of them participated in the program "Insight."

Syndication

b.22 f.5 1971-1972, 1971-1972
The records in this folder concern the effort to sell "Insight" as a radio program to other broadcasters and to syndicate "The Last Word" to newspapers as a daily column.

b.22 f.6 Golden West Broadcasters, 1971-1972
Correspondence regarding the syndication of "Insight." A copy of the agreement is included.

b.22 f.7 United Press International, 1971-1972
Correspondence regarding the effort to distribute "Insight" through U.P.I. audio network.

b.22 f.8-12 The Last Word, 1971-1972
Text of a daily news commentary prepared and read by Clifton Daniel on WQXR radio program "Insight." The text of "The Last Word" was distributed to other news organizations by Special Features, a syndicate service of The New York Times. Occasionally, other people from The Times would substitute for Clifton Daniel as moderator of "Insight." The substitute moderator would prepare and read his own news commentary. Often, Clifton Daniel would still write a "Lst Word" for the day and send it to Special Features for distribution. In these cases, both news commentaries will be found in the file. The following people substituted for Clifton Daniel as moderator: Joseph Durso, Harry Schwartz, Drew Middleton, Harrison Salisbury, Ted Bernstein. The file contains the following folders: 1970 1971 Jan-Feb 1971 Mar-Apr 1971 May-June 1971 July-Aug 1971 Sep-Oct 1971 Nov-Dec 1972 Jan-Feb 1972 Mar-Apr 1972 May-June 1971 July-Aug 1971 Sep-Nov

b.23 f.1-7 The Last Word (continued), 1971-1972

Insurance (See: Employee Benefits, 1965-1968)

International Circulation Managers Association
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel International Circulation Managers Association 1961

Notes of meeting and memorandums regarding the prospects for a Paris Edition of The Times. Correspondence between Mr. Daniel and Mr. Gruson regarding the problem of the International Edition. Mr. Gruson was the editor of the International Edition. See also: Common Market, 1962
II. Subjects (cont.)

International Herald Tribune

b.24 f.2 International Press Institute, 1970-1972
Times' contribution to the IPI. Mr. Daniel's membership.

Interviews (See: Duncan, Rodger Dean, 1971)

b.24 f.3 Investigative Reporters (See: Carroll, Wallace, 1965-1971)
Investments by Staff Members (See: Financial News, 1961-1973)

Israel
See: Eytan, Walter, 1958; Personal Papers

Izvestia (See: Sturua, Melor)

Jews and Judaism (See: Agudath Israel of America, 1969)

b.24 f.4 Jornal do Brasil, 1969-1972
Of special interest: Proposal for a joint venture to produce a film on environmental problems. The proposal was rejected by The Times.

Journalism (See: Newspapers, 1963-1972)

Junkets (See: Editorial Policy, 1965-1971 (A))

Keeping Up With The Times
See: Educational Activities, 1957-1972 (C)

Kingdoms, (The) and The Powers (See: Talese, Gay, 1965-1967)

KMPC
See: Insight Syndication Golden West Broadcasters, 1971-1972

b.24 f.5 Guild, 1965-1968

b.24 f.6 Strikes, 1962-1970

b.24 f.7 Lasker, Albert and Mary, Foundation, 1966-1971
Correspondence indicating that E.C. Daniel served for a number of years on the committee to select the winners of the Albert Lasker Medical Journalism Award.

Last Word (The)

Late News Breaks (See: Rosenthal, Abraham M., 1959-1972)

Latin America

LATIN News Agency


Lecture by Clifton Daniel
II. Subjects (cont.)

b.24 f.8-9 Legal Matters, 1960-1969
Correspondence with the Legal Department and Lord, Day & Lord regarding legal matters
including: Free Press-Fair Trial. Times' policy not to settle libel cases out of court. Threatened
litigation against The Times. Complaints, retractions and corrections.

b.25 f.1 Letters to the Editor, 1963-1971
Of special interest: Magazine articles about letters to the editor, including a Saturday Review article
(Sept. 13, 1969) reporting that The Times published its first letter on Sept. 23, 1851. Internal
memoranda on the handling of readers' mail by diverse departments. Turner Catledge's letter to
the editor regarding "President Kennedy's Assassin". See also: Op-Ed Page, 1966-1971

Libel and Slander

b.25 f.2 Life Magazine, 1967-1971
Of special interest: E.C. Daniel's suggestion that the tapes and other materials used for the book
"Khrushchev Remembers be made available for examination.

b.25 f.3 Litigation
See also: Fahmy, Maurice, 1959-1964; Legal Matters, 1960-1969

Antitrust - CDN News Service

London Bureau

b.25 f.4 1963-1970
Mostly correspondence between Anthony Lewis, chief London correspondent, and Mr. Daniel
regarding the functioning of the London Bureau, administrative matters, staff problems,
operation of the London Wire Room.

b.25 f.5 Tax Problem, 1965-1966
Times policy regarding the tax problem of correspondents in London.

b.25 f.6 London Daily Telegraph, 1969
Misunderstanding over the arrangement for publication of Anatoli Kuznetsov's articles.

London Sunday Times

Long Island Federation of Women's Clubs
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel Long Island Federation of Women's Clubs, 1969

Lord, Day & Lord (See: Legal Matters, 1960-1969)

Louisville Courier-Journal

b.25 f.7 Luncheon Guests, 1963-1972
Mostly Mr. Daniel's suggestions of guests for the Publisher's Luncheons.

McAlester College (See: Cuba Bay of Pigs, 1960-1972)

b.25 f.8 Make-Up Desk, 1964-1968
Of special interest: Comments and discussions on the various aspects of the operation of the
Make-Up Desk. Correspondence regarding the layout of the news in The Times.

b.25 f.9 Man in the News Column, 1965-1970
Correspondence regarding the concept of this news feature. Occasionally "Man in the news"
becomes "Woman in the News" or even "Boy in the News."

Management Changes
See: News Department Management, 1965-1967
II. Subjects (cont.)

Management Planning

b.25 f.10 Managing Editor's Office, 1966-1971
Memorandum to the file and transcript of notes of a conversation with Alden Whitman and Harrison Salisbury regarding the actions and accomplishments of Clifton Daniel during his term as managing editor of The New York Times. See also: Executive Editor's Office, 1968

b.25 f.11 Marine Corps, 1962-1967
This file concerns The Times's participation in the annual Marine Corps clinic on newspapers. The Times provided instructors for various sessions. Some of the sessions were held in The Times building.


b.25 f.12 Masthead, 1969
Correspondence about the reason why the name of Henry Raymond who established The Times in 1851 does not appear on the masthead of the paper. Correspondence about the reason why the name of Henry Raymond who established The Times in 1851 does not appear on the masthead of the paper.

b.25 f.13 McCall Corporation, 1962-1964
Complaint about the printing in The Times of Vogue patterns rather than McCall patterns. Correspondence regarding publication on Saturday of the advertising column.

McCall's Magazine
See: Articles and Books by Daniel, 1963-1979; Speeches by Clifton Daniel National Council of Jewish Women October 17, 1960

Medical News Stories (See: Rusk, Howard A. (Dr.), 1964-1972)

Correspondence with outside people in connection with a series of interviews conducted by Clifton Daniel in Memphis, Tennessee.

Mercenaries (See: Coyle, Charles T., 1969)

Mostly inter-office memos on operation of the Metropolitan Desk, staff, news coverage and handling of daily news stories. See also: Second Front Page, 1963-1968

Mexico (See: Trips Mexico, 1966)

b.25 f.17 Miami News

Middle East

Military Coverage, 1965-1968
Of special interest: Copy of U.S. Army regulations for censorship in time of war. Inter-office memorandums regarding procedures to strengthen the coverage of military news at home and abroad. See also: Vietnam, 1965-1970

Minorities (See: Staff Minorities)

Missouri Bankers Association
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel Missouri Bankers Association, 1969

Mob Coverage
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel Associated Press Managing Editors Assoc., 1964
II. Subjects (cont.)

Montreal Star
b.25 f.18 Moon Landing, 1969
Planning for the coverage of the moon landing. Mr. Daniel's comment on the coverage.
b.25 f.19 Morgue, 1961-1969
b.25 f.20 Moscow Bureau, 1960-1968
Movie Critics
Movie Review (See: Cultural News, 1960-1972)
b.25 f.21 Music Critics, 1967-1968
Correspondence regarding music reviews in The Times. See also: Cultural News, 1960-1972
b.26 f.1 National Broadcasting Company, 1961-1972
Miscellaneous business and personal correspondence.
National Council of Jewish Women
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel National Council of Jewish Women, 1960
Mostly inter-office memos on operation of the National Desk, Staff, news coverage and handling of
Functions and Responsibilities of the national correspondent.
National District Attorneys Association
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel National District Attorneys Association, 1965
National Educational Television Affiliates
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel National Educational Television Affiliates, 1969
b.26 f.4 National Press Communications Corporation, 1969
Memorandum to the file by Clifton Daniel on the possible advantages of creating a national press
communications corporation.
National Press Council (See: Rossant, Murray J., 1964-1972)
National Security
See: Cuba Bay of Pigs, 1960-1972; Speeches by Clifton Daniel National War College, 1972
b.26 f.5 National Society of Interior Designers, 1964
Complaint of an advertiser about news coverage.
b.26 f.6 National Urban Coalition
Proposal for a contribution to the Chicano Media Council.
National War College
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel National War College, 1972
Neediest Cases (See: Hundred Neediest Cases, 1965-1968)
New England Society of Newspaper Editors
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel New England Society of Newspaper Editors, 1958
New England Trial Judges Conference
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel New England Trial Judge Conference, 1967
New Jersey Education Association
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel New Jersey Educational Association, 1958
New Jersey Press Association
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel New Jersey Press Association, 1969
II. Subjects (cont.)

b.26 f.7 New Republic (The), 1966
Correspondence regarding the charges that The Times lifted its story about Ralph Nader from The New Republic.

New York County Lawyers Association
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel New York County Lawyers Association, 1967


New York Forum
See: Afternoon Newspaper (NYT Project), 1967-1968

b.26 f.8 New York Herald Tribune, 1966
Correspondence regarding the hiring of members of the Herald Tribune staff after the demise of that paper.


New York State Association of Magistrates
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel New York State Association of Magistrates, 1970

New York State Publishers Association

Memo about efforts to improve the first edition. See also: Saturday Edition, 1965-1968

New York Times News Service

Mr. Daniel did not manage the day-to-day operations of the News Service. He exercised supervisory authority over the department. This file contains miscellaneous correspondence. Of special interest: Interoffice correspondence, mainly with R.R. Buckingham, regarding administrative matters. Correspondence with client newspapers. Letters from Mr. Daniel often describe the operations of The New York Times News Service. The problem of editing the News Service is discussed in a letter from Mr. Daniel dated January 28, 1972. The New York Times News Service described as the largest supplementary wire service in the country (memo 5/18/71).


b.27 f.1 Chicago Tribune, 1969-1972

b.27 f.2 COMSAT, 1969
Proposed communications cooperative of the press to handle all transmissions of UPI, AP, and supplementary services, etc.

b.27 f.3 Detroit Free Press, 1970-1971
Arrangement with Detroit Free Press for delivery of the News Service.

b.27 f.4 Encyclopedic Almanac, 1970
Proposal to offer The New York Times Almanac to the News Service clients.

b.27 f.5 Exclusivity, 1965-1971
Policy of The Times with respect to the sale of the News Service on territorially exclusive basis.
II. Subjects (cont.)
New York Times News Service (cont.)

b. 27 f. 6
Executive News Service, 1968
Copy of the first report of a special service for both American and European executives in Europe.

b. 27 f. 7
Foreign Operations, 1969-1971
Correspondence regarding marketing activities for the News Service in foreign countries.

b. 27 f. 8
Houston Post, 1969-1970
Discussion about the question of territorial exclusivity. The New York Times News Service was at one time by mistake sold simultaneously to the Houston Chronicle and the Houston Post.

b. 27 f. 9
Latin, 1970-1971

b. 27 f. 10
London Sunday Times, 1969-1971
Of special interest: arrangement for distribution in the U.S. and Canada of the news service of The Times of London and other material.

b. 27 f. 11
Louisville Courier Journal, 1966-1970


b. 27 f. 12
Miami News, 1970
Memo from R.R. Buckingham in connection with a complaint by the Miami News on the operation of the News Service and the Special Features Syndicate.

b. 27 f. 13
Montreal Star
Arrangement to have the Montreal Star handle the sale of the Op-Ed feature in Canada.

b. 27 f. 14
Newspaper Guild, 1970
Memo on guild proposal on syndicate rights. Negotiations for excluded status for executives of the News Service.

b. 27 f. 15
NOVISTI, 1971
Proposal to sell News Service to NOVISTI for distribution in Russia.

b. 27 f. 16
Operations Reports, 1969-1971

b. 27 f. 17
Press Rate, 1970

b. 27 f. 18
Pricing Policy, 1967-1971

b. 27 f. 19
Prospective Clients, 1969-1970
Mr. Daniel's correspondence with prospective customers, trying to sell them The New York Times News Service.

b. 27 f. 20
Reuters, 1969-1971
Of special interest: Reuters' proposal for establishing its own communications system in the U.S. with The New York Times and others as partners.
II. Subjects (cont.)

New York Times News Service (cont.)

b.27 f.21  San Diego Union, 1969
Background of the relations between the San Diego Union and the News Service. Memo indicating that Mrs. Andrew Heiskell acted on behalf of the News Service.

b.27 f.22  Staff, 1969-1971
Discussion of staff problems. Staff Roster (July 1969).

b.27 f.23  Subscribers Lists, 1933-1971
Listing of foreign and domestic News Service clients.

b.27 f.24  TTS Service, 1967-1972
Discussion of possible distribution of the News Service through Teletypsetter (TTS) service. Proposed transmission arrangement with Associated Press for TTS Service.

b.28 f.1  Washington Star, 1970-1972
Agreement between the Washington Star and The New York Times for an exchange of news dispatches, features and commentaries. The Times would add The Star dispatches to its news service and The Star would publish dispatches and columns of The Times.


New York Today
See: Afternoon Newspaper (NYT Project), 1967-1968

New York University School of Law
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel New York University School of Law, 1967

Newark News (See: Blackouts, 1961-1967)

News - Policy (See: Krock, Arthur, 1964-1972)

News Classification
See: Bullpen, 1965-1969; Editorial Policy, 1965-1971 (A)

News Committee

News Conference
See: News Department Editors' Conferences, 1968, 1969

News Conference in Brief (See: Editorial Policy, 1965-1971 (A))

b.28 f.2  News Content, 1969
Reports on number of columns of news, number of columns of text, number of pages published.
See also: Advertising Department, 1962-1970

News Coverage - Policy (See: Editorial Policy, 1965-1971 (A))

News Criticism (See: Editorial Policy, 1965-1971 (B))

News Department

b.28 f.3  1959-1971
Changes in layout of the paper. Draft memo on the operation of the news department. Suggestions of news stories by Clifton Daniel after he was no longer managing editor.

b.28 f.4  Budget, 1964-1969
Discussion about budget preparation for the News Department.

b.28 f.5  Editors' Conferences, 1968, 1969
Listing of top news stories of the day and related questions for discussion at the daily editors' meeting.

Expenses (See: Financial Reports, 1965-1968)
II. Subjects (cont.)

News Department (cont.)


b.28 f.6
Management, 1965-1967

Planning

b.28 f.7
Discussion about long-range planning for The Times and the News Department. The file contains memos outlining ideas from various executives on the future of The Times, reports from The Committee on the Future, reports from the Products Committee. Of special interest, memos on the: Basic news policy of The Times Business and financial news coverage Foreign news coverage Sports coverage Readership survey of the Arts and Leisure v. other sections of the Sunday Times Discussion of the possibilities and problems of the Sunday Times Planning of a four part newspaper and new suburban sections (1972)

b.28 f.8

Staff (See: Staff Publisher's Payroll, 1986)

News in Perspective

b.29 f.1
1969
Excerpts from a National Educational Television discussion by Clifton Daniel, Tom Wicker, and Max Frankel. The excerpts were printed in The New York Times Student Weekly. Clifton Daniel was moderator on this N.E.T. program from January 1969 through June 1970.

b.29 f.2
1969
The Big Business of Sports, 1970 Apr 1

b.29 f.3
1969
Crisis in the Catholic Church, 1969 (June 19, 1969)

b.29 f.4
1969
Detroit Report, 1970

b.29 f.5
1969
East-West Dialogue, 1970

b.29 f.6
1969
End of a Decade, 1969

b.29 f.7
1969
Interview with Gamal Abdel Nasser, 1969

b.29 f.8
1969
Interview with Golda Meir, 1969

b.29 f.9
1969
Interview with Willy Brandt, 1970

b.29 f.10
1969
Middle America, 1969

b.29 f.11
1969
Middle East, 1969

b.29 f.12
1969
Interview with Heykel (United Arab Republic) and Dr. Rubenstein (Israel).

b.29 f.13
1969
The Right of Reply, 1969

b.29 f.14
1969
You and the Environment - Sullivan, 1970

News Judgment (See: Newspapers, 1963-1972)

News of Realty Column (See: Real Estate News, 1964-1970)

News Policy (See: Catledge, Turner, 1962-1972 (A))

News Presentation

II. Subjects (cont.)

News Releases
See: Editorial Policy, 1965-1971 (B); TASS, 1961

Policy

b.30 f.1 News Research Section, 1967-1969
Establishment of a pilot project to make professional research assistance available to the News Department.

b.30 f.2 News Sources, 1968
Correspondence about an article on Che Guevara and The Times' agreement to "protect the confidence of certain material.". See also: Editorial Policy, 1965-1971 (B); Washington Bureau, 1960-1965, 1966-1969

b.30 f.3 Newspapers, 1963-1972
This file contains correspondence in which Mr. Daniel expresses his own philosophy about journalism and the business of newspapers. The following subjects are of special interest: Errors and corrections. Selection and display of news. Objective reporting. Impartiality and news judgment. Reporting of "Good News". Publication of unsolicited information (Example: Pentagon Papers)

b.30 f.4 Newsroom, 1964-1968
Memorandums, reports, floor plans, minutes of meetings regarding alterations in the newsroom and the move to the Paramount building. See also: Production Department, 1964-1968

b.30 f.5 Nielsen Television Ratings, 1963-1964
Dispute regarding the publication of Nielsen Television Ratings.

Nieman Reports
See: Free Press and Fair Trial Articles by Daniel, 1965-1968
Nigeria (See: Garrison, Lloyd, 1964-1968)

Night Differential (See: Staff Night Differential, 1966)

North Carolina Pharmaceutical Association
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel North Carolina Pharmaceutical Association, 1965

North Carolina Press Association

b.30 f.6 North Carolina Press Women, 1963-1964
Records regarding Clifton Daniel serving as judge in the annual writing contest of the North Carolina Press Women.

North Carolina, University of
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel University of North Carolina, 1956, 1960

Novisti

b.30 f.7 Obituaries (News), 1964-1968

Objective Reporting

Oklahoma Press Association
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel Oklahoma Press Association, 1970
II. Subjects (cont.)

Ombudsman (See: Reston, James B., 1964-1971)

b.30 f.8-14
One Man's Opinion, 1976-1977

b.31 f.1-4
One Man's Opinion, 1976-1977

b.31 f.5
Op-Ed Page, 1966-1971

b.31 f.6
Operation Improvement Project, 1965-1966
Correspondence regarding the assessment of cost reduction opportunities in the News Department.

b.31 f.7
Ottawa Bureau, 1964-1968
Correspondence on operation of the Bureau.
Outside Printing (See also: Blackouts, 1961-1967)

Outside Writing by Staff Members
See also: Markel, Lester, 1964-1971; Staff Outside Activities, 1952-1969

Overseas Press Club of America
See also: Awards, Decorations, Honors and Tributes to Clifton Daniel, 1956-; Insight Overseas Press Club, 1972

b.31 f.8
Overset, 1964-1967
Discussion of the overset problem. Of special interest: report (1964) of the committee to study the means to control and reduce overset.

Pages - Number of Pages Published (See also: News Content, 1969)

b.31 f.9
Paris Bureau, 1963-1969
Correspondence regarding the operation of the Paris Bureau and staff problems.

Paris Edition

Paris Fashion Show
See also: Chambre Syndicale de la Couture Parisienne, 1962-1963

b.31 f.10
Passaic, New Jersey, 1968
Complaint about a news story from a group representing the leading financial, industrial and commercial institutions of Passaic, New Jersey.
Patterns of The Times (See: McCall Corporation, 1962-1964)

Payrolls (See: Staff Publisher's Payroll, 1986)
Pension Plans (See: Employee Benefits, 1965-1968)
II. Subjects (cont.)

b.31 f.10 Pentagon Papers
See also: Educational Activities, 1957-1972 (C); Newspapers, 1963-1972; Speeches by Clifton Daniel National War College October 12, 1972

b.31 f.11 Personal Papers
Personal and Private Correspondence. Of special interest: Correspondence about a song written by Clifton Daniel on the creation of the State of Israel. Clifton Daniel's reminiscence of what he was doing on the day of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. Correspondence about his children.

b.31 f.12 On Becoming Associate Editor, 1969
News clipping and congratulatory messages on E.C. Daniel becoming Associate Editor of The New York Times.
Philadelphia Bulletin
Philadelphia Public Relations Association
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel Philadelphia Public Relations Association, 1972

b.31 f.13 Phillips Andover Academy, 1969
Samples of readers' correspondence about an article in The Times on the use of drugs by students at Phillips Academy in Andover, Mass.

Picketing in Front of The Times Building (See: Baltic States, 1970-1971)

b.31 f.14 Picture Desk, 1964-1969
Interoffice correspondence on the operation of the Picture Desk. Of special interest: comments on picture selection, picture editing, picture assignment, picture captions, staff, photo laboratory. Policy on access to The Times picture files.

Picture Display (See: Second Front Page, 1963-1968)
Picture Editor (See: Morris, John G., 1967-1969)

b.31 f.15 Picture Service, 1969-1972

b.32 f.1 Pictures (of Clifton Daniel and Family)
Portraits, pictures with other people, picture of Mr. Daniel lecturing, pictures of Mr. Daniel's office, pictures of Mr. Daniel and high speech facsimile recorder. Portrait with his wife. Portraits of Daniel's children.

b.32 f.2 Pilgrims of the U.S., (The), 1969
Records of Mr. Daniel's membership in the Pilgrims of the United States.

PM Wire
See also: New York Times News Service 24-Hour Wire, 1970

Poems
See also: Sulzberger, Arthur Hays (Mr. and Mrs.), (Iphigene Ochs Sulzberger), 1962-1968

Poland (See also: Katz-Suchy, ... (Dr.), 1956)

Political Coverage

Polling
See also: Gallup Poll, 1967; Harris, Louis, 1965-1967; Roper, Elmo, 1965-1966

Power Failure
See also: Blackouts, 1961-1967; Production Department, 1964-1968

Pravda (Moscow Newspaper) (See also: Zhukov, Yuri, 1956)
II. Subjects (cont.)

Pre-Trial Publicity
See also: Editorial Policy, 1965-1971  (B)

Pre-Trial Reporting
See also: Associated Press Managing Editors Association, 1959-1965

Preferential Press Rate
See also: New York Times News Service Press Rate, 1970

Press Council (See also: Twentieth Century Fund, 1969)

Press Rate
See also: New York Times News Service Press Rate, 1970

Printing - Joint Project with Other Newspapers (See also: Blackouts, 1961-1967)

Private Rights vs. the Public Interest
See also: Speeches by Clifton Daniel New England Trial Judge Conference, 1967

Production Department, 1964-1968
Discussion about production problems and the newsroom operation.

Products Committee

Promotion Department, 1965-1968
Space priority for certain promotion advertisements. Handling of speaking engagements for members of the staff.

Public Affairs Meetings, 1963-1969
Series of reports on the Public Affairs Meetings. These meetings of editors and reporters are devoted to the discussion of current news events. Series of reports on the Public Affairs Meetings. These meetings of editors and reporters are devoted to the discussion of current news events.

Public Appearances
See also: Staff Outside Activities, 1952-1969

Public Interest
See also: Editorial Policy, 1965-1971  (B)

Public Interest vs. Private Rights
See also: Speeches by Clifton Daniel New England Trial Judge Conference, 1967

Public Relations Society of America
See also: Speeches by Clifton Daniel Public Relations Society of America, 1967, 1966

Public Service Appeal (See also: Charity Appeal Boxes, 1968)

Publisher's Luncheons (See also: Luncheon Guests, 1963-1972)

Publisher's Merit Awards, 1966-1969
Discussion on the value of the Publisher's Merit Award. Proposed changes in the ground rules for the award.

Pulitzer Prizes, 1965-1967
Recommendations for the Pulitzer Prize. Harrison Salisbury and Mr. Daniel's criticism of the Pulitzer Prizes.

Racial Reference in News

Radio and Television Listings (See also: Television Critics, 1961-1972)

Radio News Service (See also: Insight Syndication, 1971-1972)
## II. Subjects (cont.)

**Radio Programs**
See also: Insight, 1971-1972; One Man's Opinion, 1976-1977

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b.32 f.8</th>
<th>Random Notes, 1961-1966</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comments on the value of &quot;Random Notes&quot; column. It was abolished on April 26, 1965. The concept of &quot;Random Notes seems to have been tried many times.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b.32 f.9</th>
<th>Readership Surveys, 1970</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Memorandum from Clifton Daniel regarding studies about The New York Times readership.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b.32 f.10</th>
<th>Real Estate News, 1964-1970</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recruiting Practices (See also: Staff, 1959-1966, 1967-1972)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regional Sections (See also: Sectional Runs, 1966)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b.32 f.11</th>
<th>Religious News, 1960-1969</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion of the problems of religious news coverage. Search for a new religious news editor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Religious News Coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>See: News in Perspective Crisis in the Catholic Church, 1969</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b.32 f.12</th>
<th>Religious Newswriters Association, 1967</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b.32 f.13</th>
<th>Reprint Permissions, 1964</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Policy on reprint permissions and payments received from them.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b.32 f.14</th>
<th>Reserve News, 1966 (Operation of the Reserve News Desk.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Restaurant Reviews (See: Food News, 1962-1972)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retail Trading Zones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retired Employees (See: Hulsart, C. Raymond, 1967-1970)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reuters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b.32 f.15</th>
<th>Review of the Week, 1965-1968</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion of the format of the Sunday Review Section. See also: Review of the Week, 1965-1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Right of Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel American Bar Association, 1969; Speeches by Clifton Daniel University of Texas Law School, 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Right of Privacy (See: Columbia University, 1964-1968)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Right of the Public to Know (See: Montgomery, Harry, 1968)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Riot Coverage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| b.32 f.16 | Rome Bureau, 1965-1967 (Operation of the bureau. Staff.) |
II. Subjects (cont.)

b.32 f.17 Rotary Clubs, 1968
Of special interest: presentation of certificate of merit to The New York Times for its outstanding service in furthering community and international understanding.
Rumanian Jews (See: Eytan, Walter, 1958)
Russia

b.32 f.18 Russian Revolution Anniversary, 1966-1967
Correspondence about a series of articles on the 50th anniversary of the October Revolution.
Saigon Bureau (See: Vietnam, 1965-1970)
San Diego Union
San Francisco Bureau (See: Domestic Bureaus, 1966-1969)
San Francisco Press Club

b.33 f.1 Saturday Edition, 1965-1968
Reports on how to improve the Saturday paper.
Saturday Review
Schools (See: Deitsch, Alan, 1972)

b.33 f.2 Science News, 1958-1969
Correspondence on coverage of science, editing of science articles, staff problems.
Second Circuit Judicial Conference
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel Second Circuit Judicial Conference, 1965

b.33 f.3 Second Front Page, 1963-1968
Discussion about changes in the layout of the front page of the second section of The New York Times. See also: News Department, 1967-1971

b.33 f.4 Sectional Runs, 1966
Investigation of the feasibility and profitability of sectional runs (or split-runs).
Security
Seminar
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel American Bar Association, 1969

b.33 f.5 Senate Foreign Relations Committee, 1965
Refusal of The Times to have its reporters participate in the reappraisal of the foreign aid programs of the United States.
Sigma Delta Chi Convention
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel Sigma Delta Chi Convention, 1966
Simulmatics Project

b.33 f.6 1961-1963
Correspondence concerning an experimental program in cooperation with Simulmatics Corporation to speed up the tabulating and analyzing of election results. Despite the initial successful performance in 1962, the program was terminated by The Times in 1963.

b.33 f.7 Articles, Speeches etc., 1962-1963
II. Subjects (cont.)

Simulmatics Project (cont.)

b.33 f.8 Reports, 1962
The Simulmatics program is described in the report as a successful experiment, showing great promise for future use.

b.33 f.9 Society News
Society of the Silurians (See: Blackouts, 1961-1967)
Songmy (See: Cohen, Richard E., 1969)
South Africa (See: Lelyveld, Joseph, 1965-1969)

b.33 f.10 Southern Newspaper Publishers Association, 1970
Cocktail party in Boca Raton given by Clifton Daniel for members of the Southern Newspaper Publishers Association.

Speaking Engagements by Staff Members
See: Catledge, Turner, 1962-1972 (A); Staff Outside Activities, 1952-1969

b.33 f.11 Special Features, 1968-1972
Of special interest: Interoffice memos indicating that Special Features was started in April 1969 on an experimental basis. By the end of 1969 this new concept developed into a syndicate operation separate from the News Service. Other records include correspondence regarding stories as special features, and miscellaneous correspondence. See also: Insight Syndication, 1971-1972; Insight The Last Word, 1971-1972; New York Times News Service Miami News, 1970; Op-Ed Page, 1966-1971

Special Libraries Association
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel Special Libraries Association Convention, 1967

b.33 f.12 Special Projects, 1964-1967
Policy on handling special projects in the Newsroom. Proposal for the creation of a special projects desk with a special projects editor.

b.33 f.13 Special Sections, 1964-1966
Records regarding administrative aspect of publishing special sections.

Speeches by Clifton Daniel

Miscellaneous speeches by Clifton Daniel. They include lectures, participation in conferences as moderator, talks at luncheon or dinner, etc. In some cases, there is not text of what Mr. Daniel said. The correspondence indicates that he made a speech.

b.34 f.3 American Bar Association, 1969
Title: Mass Media: Rights of Access and Reply This file includes the text of the speech, correspondence, news clippings and reprint from the magazine "Seminar."

b.34 f.4 American Association of University Women, 1958
American Jewish Congress (See: American Jewish Congress, 1968)

b.34 f.5 American Society of Newspaper Editors, 1955 (Subject: Free Press and Fair Trial)

b.34 f.6 American Society of Travel Agents, 1958

b.34 f.7 Associated Press Managing Editors Assoc., 1964 (Title: "Mob Coverage by the Mass Media")

b.34 f.8 Association of the Bar of the City of N.Y., 1964
Subject: Free Press and Fair Trial. (News clipping from the New York Law Journal)

b.34 f.9 B'Nai B'Rith Dinner for Irving Spiegel, 1967
Text of the speech, correspondence, program and invitation to the dinner.
II. Subjects (cont.)
Speeches by Clifton Daniel (cont.)

b.34 f.10 Bankers Conference, 1965
Title: American Foreign Policy and Flypaper War

b.34 f.11 Brandeis University, 1971
Title: Can the Press Be Both Free and Responsible?

b.34 f.12 Brick Church, N.Y.C., 1965
Subject: Warren Commission and the Behavior of the Press.

b.34 f.13 Brown University, 1962

b.34 f.14 Bureau of Advertising, 1970
Remarks by Clifton Daniel, in the course of the discussion between representatives of the Bureau of Advertising and the Executive Committee of the American Petroleum Institute.

b.34 f.15 Canadian Managing Editors' Conference, 1971
The speech was prepared by Clifton Daniel but delivered by Sydney Gruson on his behalf.

b.34 f.16 Columbia University, 1956-1972
Two speeches: 1956 Subject: Russia 1964 Subject: News Coverage The correspondence indicates a speaking engagement in 1970. The text of the speech is not included in this file. In 1972 Clifton Daniel participated in the Senior Executive Seminar in Barbados.

b.34 f.17 Commerce & Industry Association of New York, 1969

b.34 f.18 Contemporary Club, 1970
Title: The role of the press in the seventies.

b.34 f.19 East Midtown Ministerial Association, 1971
Subject: Rights and responsibilities of the press.

b.35 f.1 Gainesville & Tampa, Florida, 1972-1973
Two speeches given before the Gainesville Chamber of Commerce and the Tampa committee of 100. The subject of both speeches was Freedom of the Press.

b.35 f.2 HOYA, The (50th anniversary lecture), 1970
Title: Journalistic objectivity: who needs it? Place: Georgetown University

b.35 f.3 Inland Daily Press Association, 1965
Title: Do our news coverage practices need controls?

b.35 f.4 International Circulation Managers Association, 1961

b.35 f.5 Long Island Federation of Women's Clubs, 1969
Subject: Who decides what's fit to print?

b.35 f.6 Missouri Bankers Association, 1969
Title: Is the press really free: And, is it responsible?

b.35 f.7 National Council of Jewish Women, 1960 (Subject: Foreign Policy.)

b.35 f.8 National District Attorneys Association, 1965 (Title: Free Press Versus Fair Trial)

b.35 f.9 National Educational Television Affiliates, 1969
Subject: Rights and responsibilities of the press.
II. Subjects (cont.)
   Speeches by Clifton Daniel (cont.)

b.35 f.10 National War College, 1972
   Remarks by Clifton Daniel on "The role of mass media in the conduct of national security
   affairs."

b.35 f.11 New England Society of Newspaper Editors, 1958 (Subject: Task Force Journalism)

b.35 f.12 New England Trial Judge Conference, 1967
   Title: Private Rights vs. the Public Interest

b.35 f.13 New Jersey Educational Association, 1958

b.35 f.14 New Jersey Press Association, 1969
   Subject: Free Press and Fair Trial. Included in the file: news report from the Asbury Park
   Evening Press.

b.35 f.15 New York County Lawyers Association, 1967 (Subject: Free Press and Fair Trial.)

b.35 f.16 New York State Association of Magistrates, 1970 (Free press and fair trial.)

b.35 f.17 New York University School of Law, 1967 (Title: Free press versus fair trial.)

b.35 f.18 North Carolina Pharmaceutical Association, 1965

b.35 f.19 North Carolina Press Association, 1960

b.35 f.20 Oklahoma Press Association, 1970 (Title: Freedom of the press. for whom?)

b.35 f.21 Philadelphia Public Relations Association, 1972
   Subject: Freedom of the press. (Correspondence and news clippings)

b.35 f.22 Public Relations Society of America, 1967, 1966
   Two speeches. the subject of both speeches: The future of news media.

b.35 f.23 Second Circuit Judicial Conference, 1965
   Title: "How to assure a fair trial in the publicized case."

b.35 f.24 Sigma Delta Chi Convention, 1966

b.35 f.25 Special Libraries Association Convention, 1967
   Title: Newspaper, librarians, and history. (Reproduced by American Newspaper Publishers
   Association)

b.35 f.26 University of North Carolina, 1956, 1960
   Two speeches: 1956 Subject: The New York Times 1960 Subject: Responsibilities of the
   Reporter and Editor.

b.35 f.27 University of Texas Law School, 1969
   Title: Right of access to mass media. Reprint of Clifton Daniel's speech from the Texas Law
   Review. This file also contains a copy of Jerome A. Barron's speech on the same subject.

b.35 f.28 Women's Association of Saint James Church, 1960
   World Press Institute (See: Cuba Bay of Pigs, 1960-1972)

Split Runs (See: Sectional Runs, 1966)

Spokesman for The Times (See: Vietnam, 1965-1970)

Sports Department

   Of special interest: Harrison Salisbury's comment on sports coverage. Clifton Daniel's criticism and
   suggestions. Suggestion for book review in sports. Readers' correspondence. Sample of questions
   asked of the Sports Department by the public (1967).
II. Subjects (cont.)

Sportsmen's Brotherhood

Staff

Correspondence regarding personnel administration and policy in the newsroom. Of special interest: Staff assignments and changes. Staff reduction and Attrition Program. Hiring and recruiting practices. Analysis of staff need for various sections of the newsroom. Evaluation of members of the staff. Payments to staff members for contrition to various special sections of The Times. Listing of news staff members (1965). See also: Catledge, Turner, 1962-1972 (A)


b.36 f.3  Minorities

b.36 f.4  Night Differential, 1966
Guidelines on payment of night differential.

b.36 f.5  Outside Activities, 1952-1969
Policy of The Times with respect to outside writing, broadcast appearances and lecturing by staff members. Policy of The Times with respect to outside writing, broadcast appearances and lecturing by staff members.

b.36 f.6  Publisher's Payroll, 1986
Of special interest: list of news department employees on the Publisher's payroll, with their ages, dates of employment, and comments on each one.

Rosters (See: Staff Publisher's Payroll, 1986)

b.36 f.7  Stringers, 1964-1966
Of special interest: Financial arrangement for stringers. Correspondence with and about stringer in various foreign cities.

Stage News Column (See: Drama Critics, 1960-1969)

Stars and Stripes


b.36 f.8  Stockholders Meetings, 1970-1972

Stockholders Meetings, 1970-1972

b.36 f.9  Style, 1958-1969

Suburban Sections

b.36 f.10  Summit Meetings, 1959-1960
Preparation and comments of the handling of the coverage of the Summit Meeting in Paris.
II. Subjects (cont.)

b.36 f.11  Sunday Department, 1966-1969
Inter-office memos and correspondence about matters concerning the Sunday Department.
Sunday Edition
Surveys (See: Gallup Poll, 1967)

b.36 f.12  Syracuse University, 1971
Correspondence regarding the possibility for Clifton Daniel to become the dean of the Newhouse
School of Public Communications at Syracuse University.
Tampa Committee of 100
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel Gainesville & Tampa, Florida, 1972-1973
Tarrytown Conference

b.36 f.13  TASS, 1961
Clifton Daniel's suggestion to TASS News Agency that major documents from the Soviet
government be issued in advance to be held for release at a later date.
Taxes
See: London Bureau Tax Problem, 1965-1966
Teachers Conference
See: Educational Activities, 1957-1972 (C)

b.36 f.14  Telephones, 1966-1968
Administration of the telephone system.. See also: Communications Department, 1965-1969; Dial
the News Service, 1968
Teletypesetters

b.36 f.15  Television Critics, 1961-1972
Of special interest: Correspondence regarding television reviews. Discussion of format of radio
and TV listings. Discussion of reviews of movies on television. Daniel's criticism of television
reviews.. See also: Cultural News, 1960-1972; Ochsner, Alton, 1966
Television Programs
See: Horizons Communications Corp., 1972; Labor Relations Strikes, 1962-1970
Tennis Column (See: Komreich, Dave, 1972)
Texas Law Review
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel University of Texas Law School, 1969
Texas Law School, University of
See: Speeches by Clifton Daniel University of Texas Law School, 1969

b.36 f.16  Texas, University of, 1969
Visit to The Times of student from the Journalism School at the University of Texas.
Text - Number of Columns Published (See: News Content, 1969)
Theater Guild Productions, Inc. (See: Drama Critics, 1960-1969)

b.36 f.17  Time Magazine, 1959-1968
Memoranda to the file from E.C. Daniel on the method used by Time magazine for gathering,
writing and editing the news, copy reading, make-up and news transmissions operation. Daniel's
Times Newspapers Ltd.
II. Subjects (cont.)

Times of London

Tokyo Bureau (See: Trumbull, Robert, 1963-1967)

Trademarks (See: Critic at Large (Column), 1960)

b.36 f.18 Transportation News, 1965-1969
Of special interest: Policy regarding the release of pictures of new automobile models. Discussion on the content of the transportation page.

b.36 f.19 Travel and Resort News, 1966-1970
Papers about diverse aspect of the Sunday Travel Section.

Trenton State College (See: Hester, Donald C., 1968)

Trips
See also: American Society of Newspaper Editors, 1964-1970

b.36 f.20 Brazil, 1969- October

b.36 f.21 Europe, 1970

b.37 f.1 Mexico, 1966
UPI annual conference in Mexico. Trip to Havana, Cuba had to be postponed. UPI annual conference in Mexico. Trip to Havana, Cuba had to be postponed.

TTS Service

b.37 f.2 Twentieth Century Fund, 1969
Proposal by the Twentieth Century Fund to establish a press council in New York, memorandum from A.M. Rosenthal rejecting the idea.

b.37 f.3 Type, Size and Design, 1965-1969
Inter-office correspondence regarding mostly typographical changes in the paper. Reports of the Committee on Typography (1969).

Typography

United Arab Republic

b.37 f.4 United Nations, 1970
Editors' Roundtable Conference held at the United Nations during the celebration of the 25th anniversary of the U.N. The New York Times gave a cocktail party for the participants.

b.37 f.5 United Nations Bureau, 1964-1969


Universal Communications (See: Deitsch, Alan, 1972)

USO (See: Charity Appeal Boxes, 1968)

USSR
II. Subjects (cont.)

b.37 f.7 Vietnam, 1965-1970

Village Voice
See: Columbia University, 1964-1968; Insight Equal Time, 1971

b.37 f.8 Voice of America, 1969
Memorandum from A.M. Rosenthal on the arrangement to allow Voice of America to broadcast commentaries by Times staffers.


b.38 f.1 Washington Post, 1963
Memorandum from Clifton Daniel about the ownership and control of the Washington Post.

Washington Star

Weather Forecasting (See: Catledge, Turner, 1962-1972 (A))


b.38 f.2 Western Edition, 1960-1967

Westinghouse Science Writing Awards (See: Clark, Evert, 1966)


When Room (See: Reserve News, 1966)
II. Subjects (cont.)

b.38 f.3 Wine Column, 1972
Mostly inter-office memos between E.C. Daniel and AOS regarding the establishment of a wine column.

Winston-Salem Journal and Sentinel (See: Carroll, Wallace, 1965-1971)

Wire Circuit
See: Communications Department, 1965-1969

Wire Service

Withholding of News (See: Cuba Bay of Pigs, 1960-1972)

Woman in the News
(See: Man in the News Column, 1965-1970)


Womens News Editor
See: Howkins, Elizabeth Penrose, 1965-1972

b.38 f.6 Womens Wear Daily, 1972
Articles about Clifton Daniel. Correspondence about an interview given to Women's Wear Daily.

b.38 f.7 World Press Institute, 1969-1971
Correspondence regarding the meetings of Fellows of the World Press Institute and editors of The Times.. See also: Cuba Bay of Pigs, 1960-1972

World Telegram (See: Blackouts, 1961-1967)

World-Telegram (See: Production Department, 1964-1968)

b.38 f.8 WQXR, 1969-1972

b.38 f.9 Year-End Reviews, 1964-1967
Special allowance to reporters for participation in the production of the Year-End Reviews.

Zionism